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from Inside A Prune

Judas!

(continued from editorial for issue 19)
It has been argued to me that this is a deliberate device and one must listen to the
album as a whole and then it all magically fits together though not within any given song.
This may be true – certainly there are recurring major themes: faith, fanaticism, war, the
beginning and end of all things and the love that transcends time and death and many
others (often shared with the previous album of new material) but I’d have to force
myself into believing this as it hasn’t ‘clicked’ for me, yet. I hope that one day it does and
I can step back from worrying about the slapdash nature of the songs with their seemingly random borrowings and appreciate it as much as those who have lavished such
praise upon it.
This overwhelming hype may actually be influencing my reaction. I don’t want to
think I am that easily swayed however and have tried to take that implication into
account while making these comments. I’m simply telling you the answer to the question
‘how does it feel?’ for me.
I certainly do not decry Dylan sales and attention after all these years of supporting
his case, often to widespread derision, but I am uneasy with a Dylan album that general
listeners describe as ‘nice’ or ‘pleasant background music’. I am even more uneasy at
critics saluting it as a ‘major album’ while the likes of: New Morning, Planet Waves, under
the red sky, Nashville Skyline and Shot of Love are described as ‘minor albums’…oops no,
I’d better not go there, told you it was as well I never finished my review!
Apart from anything else I do not want to finish Judas! on a downer. So let us leave
my feelings on Modern Times’s place in the canon and salute the memory of Judas!’s five
years by extending heartfelt thanks to all contributors (especially those stalwarts who
appeared time and again), all photographers, in particular staff photographer Duncan
Hume and John Hume for so often turning up with shots just when we most needed
them and our loyal letter writers. Thanks too to Peter Vincent, for his proof-reading
input into many issues and Pia for helping behind the scenes throughout the 20 issues.
You are not quite getting rid of me from the Dylan fanzine world altogether, I will
soon be editing a column with a Judas! style article in Isis that will feature both established and new writers if not something from myself.
But that is for the future, here at Judas! Central we are saying ‘fare-thee-well’.
There’s not much more to be said
It’s the top of the end.
I’m going,
I’m going,
I’m gone.

Adios Mes Amigos
Andy & Keith
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Brief encounter with
Erica Davies

Judas!

by Kim Larsen

Every hard-core Dylan fan has his
brain primed, due to a long history of
reading and exposure to Dylan-related
facts, to respond to minute stimuli of
seemingly trivial nature. Such as Hibbing
High School, The Golden Chords and
LeRoy Hoikkala. It is February 1993 and I
have arranged to do an interview with
Erica Davies, the director of the Freud
Museum in London. I am in London to do
Freud-research and to attend the six Dylan
concerts at the Hammersmith Odeon.
Freud reluctantly left Vienna in 1938,
aided by his British disciple Ernest Jones,
and made London his home for the last
year of his life. He sold about 1000 of his
books to a bookseller in Vienna, who again
sold them to New York State Psychiatric
Institute. The rest, about 2500 volumes,
Freud brought with him to London
together with his most precious belongings
and his huge collection of antiquities. After
a brief residence near Regent’s Park, Freud
moved to 20 Maresfield Gardens in
Hampstead. The house is now a living
centre for Freud studies. I had applied for
permission to study some of the books
Freud owned, to examine and scrutinize
the markings and underlinings he had
made. This is a highly rewarding experi-

ence. Who do you think in 1886 emphasised that the content of dreams are not
haphazard but could be understood as
causal phenomena and analyzed scientifically; that dreams are a mental safety valve
(‘Sicherheitsventil’), and used the concept
‘dream-work’ (‘Traumarbeit’)? Further,
who suggested that the therapeutic function associated with sleep is actually
caused by dreams? Who do you think?
Sigmund Freud? No, sorry, it is Wilhelm
Robert, in a small book, Der Traum als
Naturnotwendigkeit erklärt. This unassuming little book that contains so many
similarities to Freud’s epoch-making
work, The Interpretation of Dreams
(1900), is in Freud’s collection. You
should not judge a book by the cover, but
visually it gives the impression of wear
and tear, of perhaps having been brought
along on Freud’s travels. The book was
thoroughly studied by Freud, so thoroughly that an entire 17 of the book’s 51
pages are marked by him. Robert’s book is
referred to in the introductory chapter in
The Interpretation of Dreams, but as one of
several hundred references poor Robert
does not exactly stand out in the crowd.
The concepts and views mentioned above
are marked by Freud in his copy. Studies
3
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of this very copy can therefore add valuable information about Freud’s precursors, somewhat in the same way that
listening to the Clancy Brothers will do in
regard to Dylan’s early repertoire and
performances.
This is not the only example. In the
collection one will find Freud’s own copy
of Wilhelm Jensen’s novel Gradiva (1905),
the first published example of a literary
text psychoanalyzed by Freud (1907), and
the autobiography of Judge Daniel Paul
Schreber which Freud employed in his
‘case study’ of the aetiology of the paranoid psychoses (1911). It is highly
rewarding to be able to follow Freud’s
tracks. Going past pages with no markings
on them like a walk in the desert, and
then! – markings that may give significant
clues to Freud’s influences. It is fascinating
that no markings seem to be entirely
insignificant. We are in a universe of highdensity meaning. Here Sherlock Holmes’s
dictum ‘I have not met such a thing as a
trifle yet’ has unlimited validity.
While my days were spent inside this
universe, studying Freud’s books, my
evenings were spent attending Dylan
concerts at the Hammersmith Odeon and
discussing with an international coterie of
fellow hard-core Dylan aficionados. Here
we are dealing with a similar universe. In
this regard my daytime and night-time
activities represented a seamless flow. In
the Dylan world there are no trifles either,
but an unlimited tolerance for the
inherent meaningfulness of any Dylanrelated information.
Sigmund Freud and Bob Dylan have
substantial similarities as well. They are

both ‘blotting paper’, as Liam Clancy so
fittingly described Bob Dylan – soaking up
influences and building a whole new
edifice from what they find, transforming
and synthesizing the influences in the
process, thus building splendid cathedrals
out of scattered bricks. Sigmund Freud
‘went electric’ in the concluding chapter 7
of The Interpretation of Dreams, sketching
out the conceptual framework of psychoanalysis from his perceptive observations
and from the building blocks Wilhelm
Robert and others have supplied. Chapter
7 of The Interpretation of Dreams was
Freud’s Newport 1965.
From the very first day I heard the
name Erica Davies it suffered from the
Hoikkala syndrome – there was something vaguely familiar and also mysteriously Dylan-related about the name. This
led me to suspect that my Dylanprogramming was going into dysfunctional
overdrive,
drumming
up
significances were none existed. Perhaps
we were dealing with a potentially malign
development, anchored in the beerfuelled pub conversations with my fellow
Dylan appreciators. As we know, the paranoiac inhabits a universe where there is
too much meaning for his own good, too
many significances.
I did my original interview with Erica
Davies when working on an article on
Freud for the Norwegian literary journal
Bokvennen (‘The Bookfriend’). Inevitably
our conversation also touched on other
revolutionary figures who have added to
the artistic and scientific GNP of the
human race. I could not resist putting in a
good word for Dylan, recommending
4
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Erica to attend a concert to see for
herself. My jaw dropped as Erica
explained that she had attended a Dylan
concert in 1966 (and thereby belonged to
that highly exclusive coterie of presentday Dylan fans), and that she had even
written to the letter page of Melody
Maker defending Dylan against his
detractors! A dazzling cognitive restructuring took place in my mind. It was
similar to the end of a detective-story
when the mind rearranges the entire
content of the narrative at the moment
when you know who the perpetrator is;
when all the small clues fall into place in
a pattern of coherent meaning. That
explained it all! I had read John Bauldie's
excellent chronicle of Dylan’s 1966 tour,
The Ghost of Electricity (1988), where he
scrutinizes reactions of the press to
Dylan’s revolutionary concerts. Erica’s
letter is reprinted there and commented
by John (page 151-152). A moment of
illumination for me! Immediately a
theme for a second interview with Erica
suggested itself. That was duly conducted
over 10 years later, in the spring of 2004
and the autumn of 2005. In the meantime Erica’s letter has been commented
by Barney Hoskyns in his history of The
Band (Across the Great Divide. The Band
and America. London: Viking. 1993. page
123) and by C. P. Lee in his study of the
historical-cultural background of the
1966 tour generally and the Manchester
Free Trade Hall concert in particular
(Like the Night. Bob Dylan and the Road
to the Manchester Free Trade Hall.
London: Helter Skelter. 1988. page 81).
Here we go:

1. Could you describe your life before
and after 1966?
In 1966 I was at school in Merthyr
Tydfil County Grammar School in my first
year in the 6th form. I was born in the
town and grew up there. Merthyr is the
Hibbing of South Wales, it is a steel town
where the industry has decayed away. It is
at the head of the Taff Valley and was one
of the major towns of the Industrial
Revolution, it supplied iron and steel for
the world. It has a riotous and radical
history and lays claim to the first use of the
red flag as a symbol of workers. It suffered
horribly during the depression in the
1920’s & 30’s, with one of the highest
unemployment rates in the UK. By
contrast to the industrial decay, to the
north of the town are the beautiful mistclad Brecon Beacons. A reminder of the
beauty that was ravaged to make iron and
the fortunes of the iron masters.
It was a rough, tough gutsy place, but
there was a tremendous respect for education particularly from my parents’ generation who had experienced the Depression
and WWII. I was one of the fortunate
post-war generation for whom a university education became a possibility and
was virtually free. In 1966 I hoped to go to
Birmingham University to study ancient
history and archaeology. I eventually went
to BU in 1968, the great year of student
demonstrations. BU had quite a lively sit
in. I realised in my final year that I was
really interested in History of Art, and I
was keen to live in London so I applied
to the Courtauld Institute of Art to study
for an MA. I graduated in 1973, then I
5
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more than moon and June and falling in
love in a cute sort of way. I had seen him
on the tiny screen of my parent’s black &
white TV on a programme which was
called Tonight (I think) introduced by Cliff
Michelmore. He also appeared in a play,
singing and playing his guitar sitting on
the stairs of a house. This was the famous
Madhouse on Castle Street, I remember
that Dylan sang a song about a swan
sailing by. That was when the BBC put on
ground-breaking plays with great actors,
creative directors and was a nursery for
emerging writers, my parents and I were
keen watchers. I had also seen Ben
Carruthers in a play called Man without
Papers and a Dylan song ‘Jack of
Diamonds(?)’ was used as a theme. I think
I remember the refrain ‘Jack of Diamonds
is a hard card to play’, though I have no
idea why that has stuck in my memory. I
had bought all the albums he had released
up until 1966 except for Highway 61
Revisited, which I bought with my Melody
Maker record token.
It was the intensity of the music that
held me fascinated. Dylan seemed in a
category all of his own making, he wasn’t a
teen idol pop star. You didn’t need to know
how tall he was, what his favourite food
was, who his favourite type of girl was, he
floated above all that.

immediately started work in the Royal
Commission on Historical Buildings and
travelled around England examining listed
buildings. I very much wanted to work in
museums and I worked in the National
Maritime Museum for 12 years, then from
1988 I worked at the Freud Museum
becoming the Director in 1991. I left the
Museum in 2003.
2. Why have you not been to see any
further Bob Dylan concerts?
Just as Dylan retreated from all the
hysteria I got involved in university life.
Politics and socialising took up most of
my time, apart from studying archaeology.
I don’t remember going to many concerts,
except some small gigs on campus. I saw
Family and the Incredible String Band. I
did see Tom Paxton at Birmingham Town
Hall. It might also be that I didn’t want to
overlay the memory of ‘66 with anything
less mesmeric.
3. What was your relationship to
Dylan before seeing him at the Capitol
Theatre in Cardiff on 11 May 1966?
I thought he was an enigmatic rebel
and poet, strange and romantic. His music
and words were dense and intense. One
strand of his music chimed in with the
post war yearning for a new order, and
with the ever present fear of a nuclear
disaster poised right above our heads. We
saw on our TVs the horrors of segregation
in the deep south, and Dylan expressed
better than anyone a tearing outrage at the
grotesque inhumanity of it. If that wasn’t
enough his love songs were spinetinglingly beautiful. Songs could be about

4. Who else was the cultural influence
of your youth?
The Beatles were the passion of my
early teenage years. My favourite was
John Lennon, who always cited Dylan as
one of his great influences. Elvis had got
stuck in glossy silly movies, and Cliff
6
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Richard was too tame, Summer
Holiday made me cringe. A love of
Shakespeare had been fuelled by a
brilliant series of the history plays,
directed by Peter Dews, on the
BBC. (It was cold and wet in Wales
and we watched a lot of telly!) The
Welsh rugby team were particular
heroes, and they won every match
in those days. Rugby is not just a
sport in Wales, it is a heartfelt
symbol of national identity. A
Welsh upbringing at that time was
by its very nature cultural as every
year schools held eisteddfodau, a
celebration of music, singing and
poetry usually held around the
time of the Saint David’s day, the
patron saint of Wales, on 1 March.
We also loved boxing in Merthyr
Tydfil as the town produced a swag
of major boxing stars. The diminutive,
but hugely skilled, Howard Winstone
eventually became world featherweight
champion. When he lost a title fight we
thought he should have won, thousands
of us gathered outside the Town Hall on
a freezing night to welcome him home.
The Station Café, the Italian café by the
station, run by the Viazzani family was
full of photographs of boxers.

friends and his girlfriend were there. They
were older than me, I felt very grown-up. I
remember it being quite cold for May and
we were wrapped up.
6. Can you describe the atmosphere
leading up to the concert?
There was huge excitement, Dylan was
already such an iconic figure but the anticipation was even greater because of the ‘electric’ thing. He hadn’t been to Wales before.

5. I will ask you to rewind to 1966 and
the events leading up to the concert. What
were the circumstances of your attending?

7. How had the media reporting and
the build-up of expectations been?
I can’t say I remember it much. I’m
sure the UK national papers covered the
tour, the South Wales papers did too but
didn’t get too carried away, it wasn’t rugby
after all.

I applied for the ticket direct to the
Capitol Theatre in Cardiff (mostly used as
a cinema), and went on my own travelling
by train. I met people I knew queuing to
get in. The brother of one of my school

7
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8. Once inside the theatre can you
describe the scene and atmosphere?

11. Was there anything that struck you
as unfamiliar or unusual?
Not that I can think of.

The Capital seemed huge to me then,
but that was before the vast stadium
shows took root. It seated about 2000 plus
and was full to the rafters. I was in the
circle and had a distant but good view of
the stage. There was a sense of tingling
anticipation, there we were waiting for
Dylan.

12. Can you describe the electric set?
How did the audience react?
The Hawks and Dylan came on and
then we were covered by that surge of
sound, it rolled out over the audience like
a crashing wave. The energy of it was overwhelming. No-one there could have heard
so much sound, and no-one could doubt
that Dylan was in a new groove and there
was no going back.
I think that they played ‘Maggie’s
Farm’, but I could be hallucinating. I
remember ‘Leopard-Skin Pill-Box Hat’
quite clearly, and Dylan pronouncing the
title with obvious relish.
I also remember that he said as he
introduced ‘I Don’t Believe You’, ‘It used to
sound like that but now it sounds like this’
as the crashing wave rolled out one more
time. I am pretty certain that the closer was
‘Like a Rolling Stone’. What can you say
about it that hasn’t already been said? We
were pulled along by the drive of the music,
the raw howling power of the words.

9. Can you describe the concert?
Dylan came on stage, a slender figure
as fragile as steel. Pale skin surmounted
by a halo of unruly hair. He just tuned
up and went for it, with that distant
intense concentration. There was
nothing superfluous, just the music. The
audience was with him all the way. I
don’t recall any catcalls or booing. As the
curtain fell on the first half, someone
seemed to grab Dylan off stage, almost
as if he was swooning into someone’s
arms.
10. Do you remember any of the songs
performed by Dylan?
I’ve searched for my programme but
it hasn’t turned up yet (I’m going to
light a candle to St Anthony of Padua,
the Saint of lost things), because it had
an empty page where I wrote the song
titles. Some were new to me. I think the
sets were the same as most of them in
that tour. I am pretty sure that they were
like those on the Bob Dylan Live 1966
bootleg series. I remember ‘Desolation
Row’, ‘Just Like a Woman’ and ‘Mr.
Tambourine Man’.

13. How did you react to it all?
I was mesmerised by it, I now can say it
was one of the greatest performances I
have ever seen by anyone. It was dazzling.
I loved the acoustic set but the ‘electric’ set
was the experience of a lifetime. I travelled
back on the train, floating on air.
14. The Cardiff concert on May 11 was
only the second one in mainland Britain.
The most widely publisized confrontation
8
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with the audience comes from Manchester
Free Trade Hall on May 17, at the concert
that was long believed to be the Royal Albert
Hall in London 10 days later, and that was
finally officially released in the ‘Bootleg
series’ in 1998. Thus it is more difficult to
attribute the hostile audience reaction to
media hype this early in the British tour.
Were there reports from Australia or
Scandinavia that ignited the hostile audience
reactions, or did it start ‘spontaneously’?

Since you set these questions we’ve
seen Dylan, in No Direction Home, musing
on why people had paid their money just
to boo and walk out. He was put through
the mill like no other performer. It wasn’t
so clear then, as it is with the benefit of
hindsight, what a phenomenal phase of
creativity Dylan had been through, it was
volcanic in its power. He has always been
so adept in keeping his personal life away
from the tidal waves of media interest he
faced and so his fans could project so
much onto his image. So despite the fact
he didn’t proclaim himself as the messiah
of folk song protest, some of his fans gave
him the mantle. They then made the
simplistic assumption that folk idiom
equals protest equals good, electric guitar
and band equals commercial equals bad.
There wasn’t so much available then for
those who wanted ‘serious’ popular
music, and the ‘taking themselves and
everything else seriously striped scarf
wearing students’ felt betrayed. The sad
thing is they just didn’t listen, they
showed an intolerance which is bizarre in
people who had hailed his acoustic
recordings. It was inevitable that Dylan’s
fervour of creativity would expand, like
the universe. It is impossible to imagine
‘Like a Rolling Stone’ played with acoustic
guitar and harmonica. It’s a huge piece
and has to be loud, even ‘fucking loud’,
those former fans just weren’t getting it.
They seemed to feel part of an esoteric
cult, and Dylan was the high priest who
turned his back on it.

I think there had been some prior
reports about Dylan turning his back on
his folk style in the British music press; but
you should never underestimate the joy of
feeling outraged.
15. How could you explain the hostile
audience reaction to the electric set in light of
the music milieu in Britain at the time? After
all, as you pointed out in your letter to the
editor of the Melody Maker, the electric set
should have come as no surprise. People
should have known what to expect. Was the
feeling that folk music should be kept ‘pure’
by only playing acoustic instruments? After
all, it seems very strange and irrational
behaviour to sit through the intermission,
only to boo and walk out during the start of
the electric performances. This is so irrational
that it indicates that the motivation behind it
must have been that this act had symbolic
significance for the people who performed it,
that it served to define themselves, both to
themselves and others, in a special way,
belonging to a special cultural category or
social group. If this is not the psychological
function of the act, it would have made much
more sense simply not to attend the concert at
all, rather than to pay and walk out!

16. Can you describe the aftermath of
the concert?
9
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As the Welsh audience was not in a mood
to be outraged, there wasn’t any news other
than it was a great concert. I’m going to look
at some old Welsh newspapers soon I hope,
so if I find anything I’ll let you know.

had just become available. Why did not
some people think of recording this particular concert, while most other concerts were
recorded? Any plausible reason?
I can’t immediately think of any
reason, the Welsh aren’t known for being
keen adherents to rules, so it would be
likely there was a bootlegger lurking somewhere in the audience.

17. The concert in Cardiff seems to be
one of the very few European concerts where
no audio recording exists. There is a film of
‘I still miss someone’ performed with Johnny
Cash backstage that was shown in the film
that was made of from the tour, Eat The
Document. Can you think of any reason
why this should be the case? Perhaps technology and geography; after all the portable
cassette players used for audience recordings

18. After something has upset us or
struck us as unjust, many consider writing
something about it. After the upset has
subsided, most people never actually do it. I
guess you had to be highly emotionally
engaged to go ahead and write your letter to
the Melody Maker?
I was infuriated by the
pointlessness of the gesture.
Stay away if you don’t want to
hear an electric guitar. Who
were these people to think
they could reign in such a
monstrous talent? As I said in
the letter they really really
couldn’t have been listening
to the development of
Dylan’s music. It is clear as
crystal now, but it was fairly
clear then, that Dylan was on
a musical odyssey which isn’t
over yet.
19. Did you get any
response to your letter?
No.
20. How did your relationship with Dylan develop over
the years?
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I moved off into other things, then I
was a bit queasy about the Christian thing,
as I have spent most of my life in flight
from monotheism. My father had a
healthy distrust of religion and wouldn’t
have me christened. No Direction Home
has rekindled the flame. It is the greatest
film I have ever seen about the wonder of
an artist ascending to the peak of his
creativity. It is exemplary in every way,
thank heavens that the producers let the
whole project develop like fine wine.
Scorsese’s has produced a masterpiece. I
saw it first at the National Film Theatre
and when it ended I wanted to see it all
over again.

22. Any similarities between Freud and
Dylan?
They are both great, poetic, synthesisers of legend, history, and current
events. They are voracious in their search
for inspiration. They are fearless in
ploughing their own furrow and not
giving the public want they think they
want. They are brilliant, lonely pioneers
with a stamina that takes your breath
away. But I prefer to compare Dylan to
Shakespeare with his glorious love of
language, his poetic vision, his depth of
understanding of the human heart.
Shakespeare took anybody else’s creaky
plot and turned it into something of pure
gold just as Dylan borrowed musical styles
to suit what he wanted to express. The two
of them, like all great artists, have fallow
periods. Shakespeare produced plays
which are shadows of his greatest output
and no human being could continue such
a stream of awesome songs as Dylan did
until 1966. They are giants who produce
insights which open our eyes and poetry
which tears our hearts. Our lives would be
impoverished without them.

21. How would you evaluate Bob
Dylan today and his position in our
culture?
He is up there with the great artists of
the 20th century; if you wanted to give an
alien a crash course in the preoccupations
of the Western World in the last 50 years
Dylan’s albums would do nicely. His
output is prodigious and the very best of it
is second to none.
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2002 – The October
Revolution

Judas!

by Andrew Muir

In an earlier edition of Judas! we brought you the 2001 chapter from the proposed
follow-up volume of Razor’s Edge which ended in the year 2000. It proved to be
popular, so here is the next chapter.
2001 became 2002, Dylan’s N.E.T. rolled on, touring the US again from 31st
January to 24th February, with more or less the same show as in the previous fall
except that the drummer had changed. Dave Kemper had been replaced by George
Receli – the immediate noticeable difference being a changed arrangement of ‘It’s
Alright, Ma’, something that would grow ever more pronounced over time.
Receli’s influence would become more apparent as he settled into his role, and, in
addition, the whole band set-up was to undergo a radical transformation by the
end of the year, but more of that later.
Back then, as we Europeans who were unable to travel to the US waited impatiently to hear the “Love and Theft” songs live, the US press – more so than diehard
Dylan loyalists, it has to be admitted – revelled in this tour. Fountains of praise
had replaced the rivers of scorn from a decade previously. Playing shows from the
first half of 1992 and the first half of 2002 and reading the attendant press reviews
is an interesting – if very disturbing – experience.
The European Spring Tour kicked off with a show in Stockholm and the Dylan
fan world was immediately plunged in to controversy as esteemed critic Michael
Gray penned – for the ultra-right-wing UK national broadsheet, The Daily
Telegraph – a scathing review of the show, Dylan fans, the locale, the venue… well,
yes, just about everything, though being an astute critic he was obviously highly
positive in his comments about “Love and Theft”.
Michael’s almost Swiftian attacks on Dylan fans’ appearance, both physical
and sartorial1, diverted attention away from what he was saying about the show
itself, and by implication the ongoing N.E.T. Of significance to this book was the
way Michael tied what he saw as a ‘painfully poor’ 2 performance to Dylan’s sourness towards his most loyal fans, bringing back to mind the Rome interview from
2001:
13
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‘Until recently, if you were close enough
to see, Dylan’s face was ceaselessly
expressive of subtle emotion and savvy.
Now it seems reduced to a handful of
clumsy, self-parodic grimaces. Where
his concerts were events, in which an
artist of genius lived in the dangerous
moment, now he plays safe and seems
to have no reason to be there. Where he
didn’t care what the audience thought
because he had his own vision and was
ahead of us, now he doesn’t care what
the audience thinks because he thinks
it’s a gullible rabble.

he’s busier faking it than trying his best.
Where once he was so alive, communicating so much quick creative intelligence so alertly and uniquely, now he
snatches at showbiz clichés from which
he once recoiled: like repeating half a
line en route to the end of it - “Gave her
my heart: gave her my heart but she
wanted my soul” - a device so crudely
portentous it’s always been the preserve
of the world’s Vic Damones.’
When this ‘crudely portentous device’
was first introduced there was at least
some meaning to it, in ‘Trying To Get To
Heaven’ in Cardiff 2000, for example, the
repetition signalled the struggle to get to
the door. By now, though, it was just being
used to fill up any old line.
The songs I had downloaded from
Stockholm, and a long conversation with
Michael when he returned from that show,
meant that I travelled to my two German
shows (Berlin and Leipzig) with very low
expectations. Perhaps this is a good thing,
and the best way to go about it, because
the shows were unexpectedly impressive.
There was a lot of stuff going on onstage
that had been missing (for me at least)
recently – and the absence of many things
I had grown to dislike. To take the last first,
gone were the meaningless grimaces that
he had been throwing out at set times as if
by rote. There was a lot of smiling in the
second night, but it was between songs to
his fellow musicians, and patently genuine
rather than the ‘lets get a roar for showing
my teeth at a supposedly emotional peak
of the song’ play to the audience. Also
there was a near absence of ill-fitting rock

…No wonder he’s given interviews in
which he’s said that he dislikes the longtime fans almost as much as he hates
critics. He wants fresh meat: young
people who don’t remember how
incomparably better he once was.’
The main problem many of us 3 were
having was with Dylan’s voice. In an effort
to convey emotion without further
damaging his already fragile and torn vocal
cords, Dylan was more and more ‘singing
up’ at the end of every line. This kind of
fakery does not go down well with those
who remember his voice from the past. In
addition, this once indisputable master of
timing and phrasing, with an uncanny
ability of fitting any amount of words into
any musical phrase (something he is still
totally adept at on “Love and Theft”, so he
can still do it at times – or as Michael’s
argument would have it, when he cares to)
was relying on another vocal ‘trick’:
‘Most of the time it seems to me that the
real Bob Dylan is largely missing and
14
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’n’ roll poses, though not a total one.
(Actually it is not so much the poses that
are ill-fitting but when they are not – as
they were here – genuine expressions of
having fun on stage.)
Most importantly there was less
‘fakery’ in his voice. He really tried to sing
– with the exceptions of standard encore
fare, like ‘Not Fade Away’, and a truly dire
‘Tangled Up in Blue’ in Berlin (particularly
disappointing as long time Dylan
commentator Ian Woodward had
enthused about this in Copenhagen).
However, back to the successes – the
best single song of the two nights was a
lovely take on ‘Boots of Spanish Leather’. I
had forgotten how sweet the melody is and
Campbell played it quite brilliantly,
forcing Dylan to attend fully to the lyrics.
It was a shimmering reminder of glories
past, so much so that it was near the end of
the next song (‘Solid Rock’) before I recovered. I can only recall the last verse of the
latter, although it was the one I most liked
from what I had heard of Stockholm and
had been very much looking forward to
hearing. I was more than pleased that
Dylan could still so easily wrong-foot me
and usurp my expectations even with so
oft-played a song.
Nothing in the two nights bettered
that; but there were careful, clearly
rehearsed, versions of ‘Visions of Johanna’,
‘4th Time Around’ and a host of others –
primarily the “Love and Theft” songs,
which Dylan really got into. Of these, the
highlight was a joyous ‘Summer Days’ in
Leipzig, where this time Sexton’s brilliant
guitar work forced Dylan to do his best.
The first night may have had better high-

lights but the second was more consistent
– Dylan seemed to be revelling in his
band’s playing and was concentrating on
his singing. The early tour ‘rustiness’ that
so terrified me in the songs I had heard
from Stockholm was gone.
This trip provided me with two other
highlights. Firstly, it was in Leipzig that
Dylan saw his first copy of a ‘hot off the
presses’ copy of my then new magazine.
Less personally and more significantly, the
reaction that ‘Blowin’ in the Wind’ got in
the venue, near the Berlin Wall, was
astounding; people who had been on their
way out flooded back in to the hall to join
in a clearly sincere celebration of a song
that had meant the world to them. Just
thought I’d mention that for the next time
you ‘seen-it-in-too-many-shows’ gig-goers
turn your noses up at this exceptional, but
so familiar it is easily overlooked, song.4
My next two shows from this leg
turned out to be nowhere near the standard of the first two. This may just have
been bad luck, or may have had something
to do with a distressing incident that took
place in Milan, usually the scene of boisterous crowds admittedly, but with this
one exception, hugely good-natured
events and among the pick of the legs.
Paolo Vites is again able to provide us with
a first-hand account of what happened:
‘As the familiar introduction begins, I
see Charlie Sexton and the other boys in
the band going on stage. They start
playing “Humming Bird”. Bob Dylan
follows behind them a few seconds later.
As soon as Bob Dylan’s feet hit the stage,
I clearly see a cigarette flying from the
15
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first row of the audience to the stage. At
the same moment a thousand camera
flashes explode… Even though I’m
quite sure Bob Dylan noticed the cigarette, I cannot say whether what
happened next was because of that or
because of the flashes or something else,
but he refused to go to the mike. Sexton
and Campbell continue humming the
melody of the song. They keep playing
and keep watching Bob, wondering
what they should do. Bob Dylan is
going back towards the stairs, as if he
wants to leave the stage, then he comes
back to the microphone, but not to sing.
He takes the microphone back, almost
behind the drummer, in a move that
seems to say: “Fuck off ” to the audience.
He looks mad and he says something to
Sexton (probably “Keep playing”) then
he speaks with the road manager. After
this instrumental “Humming Bird”
ends, all the stage lights are turned on,
toward the audience. People are
wondering what is happening and
hoping the lights will be turned down
soon, but song after song the lights
remain on. Meanwhile, after a couple of
songs, Dylan takes his microphone to
the normal position. People are getting
angry: the lights are very disturbing.
I’m not disturbed by the lights because
I’m near the side of the stage, but the
rest of the audience can hardly see
Dylan and the stage. During the first
part of “Visions of Johanna”, the audience explodes into an angry protest:
“Turn those fucking lights down”, but
nothing is happening. The lights stay on
for the entire show.’

Dylan’s management were to make
pleas for no flash photography for the rest
of the European tour. To say both Dylan
and his security staff were disturbed by the
events in Milan would be an understatement. Dylan was reported to be in a bad
mood following this night, but this was
not in evidence when I next saw him, in
Paris; though he did seem to glare a few
times at the idiot standing right in front of
him who kept his binoculars trained on
his face throughout. (Well, I just couldn’t
help myself). Also I’m not sure how
pleased he was at the ovation that greeted
drummer Jim Keltner’s name in the band
announcement (Receli being temporarily
replaced for health reasons). It was a
reasonable show, nothing dramatic or
particularly memorable. Highlights were
an intriguing ‘I Want You’ in the ‘interesting’ second slot and ‘Not Dark Yet’.
There was an intriguing moment or two
during ‘Visions of Johanna’ when
someone nearby me tried to get Dylan to
sing one of the verses he most often omits.
Dylan did actually start the verse, in
response to this bellowed reminder, then
realised he didn’t remember the words and
stumbled on to the next verse instead.
The last show I was at, of this leg, was
in Cardiff. I left it a bit late to go into the
hall, going for a ‘slightly hung back but
near enough the front to strike forward if
something exciting happens’ position. It
was, as ever, an animated crowd near the
front but I couldn’t see or hear why they
were so enthused. All the things I had
grown to dislike in recent years seemed to
come to a head in the one show. After a
while, myself and attending friends
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the London Wembley Arena 5 and although
Dylan was now playing in the Docklands
Arena, I found that prospect just as unenticing. From all reports my fears for the
venue were justified. Of course the
problem with all this was that if Dylan was
now to stop the Never Ending Tour,
Cardiff 2002, possibly the worst show I’d
seen in all the years since it had started,
would be the last show I would actually
have been present at. I cannot tell you how
much this worried me in the forthcoming
months.
It seemed to me – and I was not alone
in this although many felt otherwise – that
a change was desperately needed in the
Never Ending Tour. That change was
coming, not quite yet but soon, and it was
more dramatic than anyone could have
predicted.
And, given the seismic shocks that
were to come in the last leg of 2002, the
preceding one – in the United States in
August – is easy to overlook. In particular,
the surprise appearance of ‘’Quinn the
Eskimo’, which in a normal year would
probably have been the main talking
point. It was played for the first time since
the Isle of Wight in 1969 and Dylan chose
to unveil it on the 18th August at, of all
things, a 100th anniversary celebration of
Harley Davidson.6
A number of less obvious changes
included an expansion of the year’s earlier
trend for electric songs turning up in
acoustic guise: ‘If You See Her Say Hello’,
‘Señor’, ‘Man in the Long Black Coat’, ‘I
Want You’ ‘Things Have Changed’ and
‘Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues’ among
them. Meanwhile, moving in the opposite

worked our way out of the main throng. I
slumped against a wall where I could still
see OK and certainly hear well enough – it
was just that I wasn’t particularly pleased
to be hearing so clearly. A couple of songs
later Nigel Simms wandered out from the
front with a disconsolate look on his face.
He gave a wry laugh at my own
demeanour: ‘Welcome to the worst show
of the leg’ he said as he passed.
I had, though, attended just four out
of the whole leg of 29 shows, in a year of
108 altogether, but yes, it left me
depressed. Yet at the same time it helped
me realize – again! – the danger of
judging legs from only personal experience. Imagine how differently I would
have felt if I had seen the four shows in
reverse. After the first one I’d have been
desperately disappointed. The second one
I’d have thought was better than the first
one without being too exciting. The third
one I’d have thought was a great night
out, with some very fine music. And the
fourth one I’d have thought had some
sublime music topped off by the cultural,
historical affirmation of Dylan’s worldwide appeal and the communal love for
his classic ‘protest songs’ one particularly
tends to find in or near East European
countries. I’d have been in heaven.
Instead I felt in limbo, and Michael Gray’s
post-Stockholm misgivings seemed more
apt now than they had at the beginning of
the tour.
Dylan was continuing in the United
Kingdom but I was not. The only other
date I could make was in London and
there is a problem with some of the venues
there. I had said I would never go back to
17
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direction, the previously part-acoustic
arrangement of ‘High Water (for Charley
Patton)’ was altered to a full blown electric
one.
Talk of ‘acoustic versus electric’ was
very much in the air, as the second date
of this leg was at the historic Newport
Folk Festival. Cue an avalanche of media
reports on Dylan ‘going electric’ there in
1965. The same old stories were retold in
the same old magazines but the interest
was way out of proportion to Dylan’s
record sales at the time. (Something that
has often been noticed in his career and
something that, alas for Sony Columbia,
is the case with their wonderful releases
of Dylan’s old material in the Bootleg
Series.) There was huge hype
surrounding this performance. Dylan’s
response to this was to wear a wig, a
quite ludicrous wig it seemed, and a
ridiculous false beard. There was a
reason for this, he had been wearing
them as part of a video promo for a film
– Gods and Generals – but nonetheless
even with that explanation it was quite a
bizarre appearance. Of course, this did
mean that, handily enough, although
Dylan was for once open to photographers taking his picture, they could only
take a snap of a man in a false wig and
beard. Dylan played a mundane set as
mundanely as he could, completely
ignoring any historic importance
attached to the venue, nor did he change
the set in any way at all. There had been
such hype beforehand that there had to
be a remarkable amount of praise for
this very dull set afterwards, which duly
followed.

The other major impact on the N.E.T.
during this period was a curious one. For
many years and over a thousand consecutive shows, fans had been informed that
Dylan was about to appear on stage with
the words ‘Ladies and gentlemen, would
you please welcome Columbia Recording
Artist, Bob Dylan’. Now at first these words
seemed somewhat demeaning, the best
one could think of them was that they
were cutely self-deprecating, not that there
was any hint that this was the intent. As
time passed however, they became
ingrained as an integral part of the ritual
of going to a Dylan show. They called you
from the bar, if you were so blasé as to
leave it late to find your place, they ended
your pre-show conversation, or if you
were in the happy position of being
pressed against the front barrier, they set
your already pumping heart valves into
over-drive. The words merged memories
of favourite shows with the one you were
about to witness. They were a call to arms,
an immovable part of the event itself. Or
so it seemed.
‘Then all that changed in a most unexpected manner. At the Erie County Fair in
August 2002, Dylan’s entrance was
preceded by a whole new slew of words
preceding the normal invocation for the
festivities to begin, to wit:
‘The poet laureate of rock ‘n’ roll. The
voice of the promise of the ‘60s counterculture. The guy who forced folk
into bed with rock, who donned
makeup in the ’70s and disappeared
into a haze of substance abuse, who
emerged to “find Jesus”, who was
18
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tion – in formation and stare out at the
audience. Dylan’s face is always an
impassive mask as he surveys the
cheering crowd. (The band are sometimes impassive but Tony Garnier, for
one, has often broken out into a wide
grin, a natural reaction to the adulation
from the audience.)
Meanwhile, back on the music front,
the media blanket on the Newport Folk
Festival notwithstanding, it seemed to me
that the tour had simply run out of
steam. This was one of my lowest points
in the entire history of the N.E.T. I
needed the injection of something new,
or for Bob to drop the alarmingly fake
style of singing. Again, I stress these were
my N.E.T. feelings, shared by many, but
far from all.
Prior to this leg there were the usual
rumours, stronger than normal, that the
Never Ending Tour was about to end.
Dylan was to stop touring altogether or
change his approach radically – these by
now repetitive and tiresome rumours were
based, this time, on one thing and that was
leaked news of the demise of very popular
and talented guitarist Charlie Sexton. On
this occasion and in this particular point,
though, the rumours were ahead of the
game. This was to be Sexton’s last stand,
and what a last stand he made.
The same band, then, took the stage at
Seattle on October 4th to continue the
Never Ending Tour, but if we thought
another normal portion of the N.E.T. was
about to transpire, how wrong we were.
In Judas! magazine Stephen Scobie
captured the shock:

written off as a has-been by the end of
the ’80s, and who suddenly shifted
gears and released some of the
strongest music of his career beginning
in the mid-’90s.’
These words were written by journalist
Jeff Miers who was present at the show
and was unsurprisingly shell-shocked
upon hearing a passage from his preconcert preview read aloud.7 I thought this
story most amusing when I first heard of it
but I did not for a minute expect that it
would have remained, yet it has. I cannot
say that I enjoy this hackneyed career
summary being repeated each night and it
seems most un-Dylan like to allow – or
even insist upon – it. I presume it is a joke
of some kind but on what level of satire or
irony I cannot fathom, nor do I know
whether it is well-intentioned or (as Mr.
Miers fears) malevolently meant.
Whatever, just by dull repetition, it
too has now become part of the N.E.T.
ceremony – an aspect I have perhaps not
mentioned enough in these pages thus
far, believing it to be so much a part of
touring life for me and readers of this
book that it did not need stated. Yet, the
whole build-up to a show, the everpresent smell of incense from the
burning buckets of Nag Champa8, the
Copland music, the pre-show announcement(s) all conspire towards the
customary feel of the event. Dylan seems
aware of this ritual aspect and in this
century introduced a further ceremonial
item, one that fans term ‘the Formation’.
This occurs at the end of the show, Dylan
and the band stand – as though to atten19
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My friend Renée always likes to rush the
stage, and find a place in the front row,
literally at Bob’s feet. In Seattle she got a
head-start on the crowd, and was into
the venue ahead of anyone else; so she
was making a bee-line for her favourite
spot, front row centre, when, half-way
across the floor of the Key Arena, she
stopped dead.

October 4, 2002
Seattle Center Key Arena
Seattle, Washington
Solid Rock (acoustic) ( piano)
Lay, Lady, Lay (acoustic) (piano)
Tombstone Blues (piano)
Accidentally Like A Martyr (piano)
I’ll Be Your Baby, Tonight (piano)
Brown Sugar
Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right
It’s Alright, Ma (I’m Only Bleeding)
(piano)
Love Minus Zero/No Limit (piano)
Boom Boom Mancini
Searching For A Soldier’s Grave
Mr. Tambourine Man
Honest With Me (piano)
To Ramona (acoustic)
High Water (For Charley Patton)
(piano)
Mutineer (piano)
Floater (Too Much To Ask) (piano)
Summer Days

What the fuck?
There, in the middle of the stage, where
Bob ought to be, was an electric
keyboard.
What was going on? Was Larry moving
to centre stage? Where was Bob’s mike?
Surely he couldn’t be playing
keyboards? Was there a new band
member? Should she move to the left or
the right? Was she even in the right
place on the right night?
For a long moment Renée stood there,
trapped in an existential dilemma
only a truly fanatic Dylan follower
can appreciate. Then the rest of the
crowd appeared behind her and
pushed her forward, and yes, she held
her line, ended up front centre, at the
foot of whoever it was who was going
to be playing keyboards…Which
turned out to be Bob…We were all
amazed.9

Like A Rolling Stone
Knockin’ On Heaven’s Door
All Along The Watchtower
Not only was it the first time Dylan
had a piano on-stage in over eleven years,
but he played it on no less than eleven
songs. In addition to that bolt from the
blue, there were five covers, four all time
debuts and a complete change of the
normal order of acoustic-electric based
songs. You could almost forget ‘Solid
Rock’ had never been performed ‘acoustically’ before in the rush of surprises.
Nonetheless that was the opening shock; a
piano-based ‘acoustic’ yet also a hard

And the amazement did not end there;
the following set-list reverberated around
the world as the Internet spread the wellnigh unbelievable news that Dylan had
just played:
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be heard again in his last months. As for
George Harrison, we’ll come to Dylan’s
magnificent tribute to the late Beatle at the
end of this chapter, possibly the only thing
that can be construed as being as affecting
as his astonishing renditions of two of the
four Zevon covers he played in this leg.
Both were present in Seattle on that
opening night.
The first, ‘Accidentally Like A Martyr’,
hit me like the proverbial large railway
vehicle moving at high speed. The Dylan I
had always loved was ‘BACK’ – again! The
vocals conveyed an astonishing depth of
feeling and insight and an immense
gravity. You could not fail to immediately
understand that this was a song of importance. That is even without taking into
account its mid-sixties era type Dylan title
(the extended vowels on ‘accidentaleeee’
and ‘so loneleee’ evoked that era too), and
the oh-so-redolent Dylan song and album
title phrases ‘Abandoned Love’ and Time
Out of Mind embedded in its lyrics.
It seemed that nothing could bring
more pleasure to a Dylan N.E.T. fan than
this and yet there was – unbelievably – an
instant contender in another Zevon song,
‘Mutineer’.
Magic once again bestrode the stage; all
of humanity was present here, in Dylan’s
vocalisation and the band’s playing of
Zevon’s words and music, all our hopes
and dreams, our strengths and weaknesses,
everything. It was and remains an awesome
testament to the human condition and
spirit. When I say ‘remains’ I mean both on
every re-listen to this debut version and to
later performances, some of which even
transcended this seemingly non-tran-

enough version to live up to a secular
interpretation of those words ‘Solid Rock’.
So stunned were the lucky attendees that
they clung to the standard line-up of
encores (yes, those very things normally
dismissed as ‘same old boring finale’) as
though they were shipwrecked sailors,
about to drown, espying a raft.
The visual shock cannot be denied; the
whole shape of the band on the stage and,
most importantly, Dylan’s own position
there dramatically changed the show as
spectacle.
The fact that Dylan was spending
much, if not most, of each night at the
piano was a huge change to the band’s
setup. Given the general public’s view of
Dylan as someone with an acoustic guitar
and harmonica and no band at all, to see a
full rocking band with a pianist in the
middle was, indeed, a changeover of huge
proportions. The likes of Madonna and
Michael Jackson have not changed their
image quite as radically as Dylan did that
October.
Nevertheless I want to concentrate for
now on the music. Three of the five covers
were Warren Zevon songs, the obvious
reason for this tribute being the sad diagnosis of terminal illness that had recently
been passed on the vibrant and witty
Zevon.10 Yes, other Dylan friends had also
been under similar sentences without
being so acknowledged, but George
Harrison, to pick a near contemporaneous
example is known to all rock and pop fans
in the world, whereas Zevon forever
laboured in the region populated by ‘cult
artists’ – lots of respect, not so widely
heard. Dylan was doing his bit to help him
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scendable rendition. At Berkeley, a week
later, the fragility of Dylan’s vocal on ‘here’
at the end of the bridge (re-worked to
evoke Dylan’s own history):

more honest to find fight fan Dylan
singing this than his own scathing indictment of that sport, ‘Who Killed Davey
Moore?’ For all it is a piece of near juvenilia brimming over with the self-righteousness of the innocent, I think I prefer
‘Davey Moore’. This one does little for me,
not least – though not only – because I
cannot hear:

Thunder rolled and lightning followed
It could never find us… here
begs for adulatory descriptions that would
fill the columns of satirical magazine
Private Eye’s ‘Pseud’s Corner’ for decades
to come.
Amongst Dylan fans, those that heard
‘Mutineer’ first thought it was the finest of
all the Fall 2002 treasures, while those (like
me) who were first exposed to the
wonders of ‘Accidentally Like A Martyr’
thought the same of that. What we were all
agreed on was that both were beautiful
and achingly moving; as much if not more
so than anything we had heard from
Dylan in some seven years. A year later I
refuse to separate them, were a loaded gun
put to my head with a demand that I chose
only one to hear ever again I would still
simply be unable to choose. I need both.
The numinous, luminescent beauty of
‘Mutineers’ encompasses all of humanity’s
desires and frailties and yet for similar
reasons ‘Accidentally Like A Martyr’ is
equally indispensable.
These two songs came to dominate
despite, as we are about to see, a plethora
of other surprises and highlights.
‘Accidentally Like A Martyr’ was played
twenty-two times (always as the fourth
song of the night) and ‘Mutineer’ thirtyone times (always as the sixteenth).
Boxing enthusiasts seem to love ‘Boom
Boom Mancini’, the other Zevon cover
from that opening night, and it is certainly

When they asked him who was
responsible
For the death of Duk Koo Kim
He said, “Some one should have
stopped the fight
And told me it was him.”
They made hypocrite judgements after
the fact
But the name of the game is be hit and
hit back
Without immediately recalling:
Who killed Davey Moore,
Why an’ what’s the reason for?
“Not me,” says the man whose fists
Laid him low in a cloud of mist,
Who came here from Cuba’s door
Where boxing ain’t allowed no more.
“I hit him, yes, it’s true,
But that’s what I am paid to do.
Don’t say ‘murder,’ don’t say ‘kill.’
It was destiny, it was God’s will.”
Unfortunately this inevitable recall was
also underscored by the knowledge that
Boom Boom Mancini is most known for
one of his opponents also dying after a
bout. The unfortunate Duk Koo Kim dies
after meeting Boom Boom in 1982 in a
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match for which he had to shed a lot of
weight in order to be allowed to participate. The resultant weakness and dehydration left him vulnerable and the brain
injuries caused him to died within a week.
(Mancini was, naturally, devastated and
his own life and health were markedly
affected by the whole sorry episode.)
Still, it was another tribute to Zevon,
though not repeated. ‘Lawyers, Guns and
Money’ yet another Zevon song that Dylan
unveiled the next night, was also not at all
in the same league as the first two
discussed here – though one should realize
that is an Olympian ideal, and it is a very
Zevonesque piece of enjoyable satire
which Dylan tried again a few times before
giving up on it.
More surprising, in the circumstances,
than even the Zevon covers was Dylan
suddenly singing the Rolling Stones’
‘Brown Sugar’. Hard to believe but
glorious to hear, Dylan really was singing
the lines: ‘I ain’t no schoolboy, but I know
what I like’ with all appropriate relish. The
band also deserves tremendous credit for
their faultless Stones take-off – though no
doubt the sheer, obvious, pleasure in doing
so was thanks enough for them. Hearing it
as a Dylan fan, you couldn’t help but recall
his whole Mick Jagger history; Bob
needling the vacuous Jagger by saying he
could write ‘Satisfaction’ but that Jagger
could never write ‘Desolation Row’, a
message no doubt conveyed by the musicians that make the Stones what they are
and have always befriended Dylan. Jagger’s
eventual and inelegant riposte about liking
to hear Dylan sing ‘Satisfaction’ was
answered by this other slice of prime

Stones real-estate played in 2002 with a
verve, swagger and genuine panache the
preening one had long lost the ability to
conjure up. I say this in all sadness; thirty
years earlier the Stones’s barn-storming
tour across the US was one of my favourite
rock tours ever, but listening to the nearest
contemporary performance of theirs of
‘Brown Sugar’ to the ones Dylan and his
band played shows the Stones in a very
sorry light indeed. I realize one could do
the same with say, a 1996 performance by
Dylan compared to a 1966 one but even at
his most formulaic Dylan is somehow still
so less intrinsically formulaic than this
sorry travesty of all the Stones once stood
against. However there was a time when
‘Brown Sugar’ was something to celebrate
– praise be – it now was so again.
Glorious fun though that was, the
depth of spirit captured in the finest two
Zevon covers was understandably absent,
but it re-appeared on Van Morrison’s
‘Carrying A Torch’, a stately, hymnal and
explicitly religious song 11 that nonetheless
shares with Dylan’s own ‘I Believe In You’ a
delicious possible ambiguity in the ‘you’
referring to a divine being or a divine body
that has just ‘torched up the night’ in his
bed. Certainly ‘I can make it on my own’
sounds like Dylan singing ‘I Believe In You’
and then the caressing of ‘baby’ brings
back that song’s duality as does the intonation on ‘… keeper of the flame’ and the
ecstatic, elongated ‘Yes’ in most versions.
(It is worth noting that by the time of the
Elmira show Dylan was performing
another interpretation entirely of this
song, albeit this only being its fourth
outing, yet another testament to the
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because, as in the case of Red Bluff, the
third show of this leg, on October 7th, due
to the speedy circulation of a high quality
recording. This was a pity. Not because
there was anything wrong with Red Bluff –
the very opposite – but because other
shows just as fine tended to be overlooked
by some. It was, though, an understandable general reaction, which is not to say it
was true for everyone. There were many
people who were listening to show after
show but, to be honest, there were so many
rich banquets being served up by Dylan
and the band that no one could digest
them all at once. This also encouraged
people to concentrate on the one show at
first. Time showed that this was a phase of
the N.E.T. to bear repeated revisits, each
time affording the listener more treats.
Not that I am saying that all the shows
were equally stellar, some nights the total
magic was not present; nor am I saying
every song in every set list was aweinspiring – then again you’d have to go
back to at least Prague in 1995 to think of
making a claim for that – but the overall
standard was consistently very high
indeed. Apart from listening to whole
shows again for the first time since a year
before there were some nights where the
runs of songs, over five or six, were of a
remarkably eminent standard and power.
It should be noted that Dylan was rocking
in a way that took us right back to the
beginning of the Never Ending Tour.
Charlie Sexton leading the band in the
storming versions of ‘Summer Days’ was
one of the heaviest things you’ll ever hear.
This song had grown into a quite
monstrous show-stopping fun-stomper

renewed artistic fire breathing through
him at this time.)
Something you might have imagined
having as deep a resonance, on a humanistic level at least, was Neil Young’s ‘Old
Man’; the multiple connections between
Dylan and Young are too lengthy for me to
recount, but its fair to say that Young is
one of the artists most Dylan fans ‘are
into’. By all fanzine polls’ results, only
Bruce Springsteen has more followers
amongst the Dylan legions. Over and
above that, though, was the implicit irony
of the song’s title; here was an old man
singing a song written by a (then but no
longer) young man named Young that was
addressed to an old man. The possibilities
seemed endless, but, in truth, the performances themselves were perfunctory at best,
with only the odd flash of what it could
have been.
Two other covers from this period
went from the clichéd extremes of ‘the
ridiculous to the sublime’. Don Henley’s
‘The End of the Innocence’ may have the
best of intentions at heart but melodically
and lyrically plumbs the depths you’d
expect from an ex-member of the Eagles;
one of Dylan’s more inexplicable selections to play.12
There was yet another cover, one of
unsurpassed beauty and emotion. I’ll
return to that after pointing out a general
N.E.T. experience exemplified at the
beginning of these shows and briefly
looking at some of the Dylan originals that
also lit up this leg.
The general point is that quite often a
particular show comes to represent a
period due to some special significance or
24
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that blew the roof off many an auditorium. The “Love and Theft” songs
continued to play a large part in the shows
and the debut of ‘Bye and Bye’ at Los
Angeles on October 17th meant that every
song had now been played live from that
album.
There was much fine singing from
Dylan, the piano effect changing the
emphasis totally in many songs whether
Dylan just played a quiet, ‘plinkety plonk’
‘style’ rather than hit savage chords across
a guitar, or whether he used the piano to
completely rework the arrangement of a
song (‘It’s Alright, Ma’, for example, was
transformed into an effective blues-based
number). ‘When I Paint My Masterpiece’
had a new tempo to go with reworked
lyrics, most striking though were the
affecting vocals on phrases like ‘hell of a
climb’; there was a plaintive, almost disbelieving tone to them. Or perhaps that was
just an unintentional effect of his aging
voice? (Does it matter either way, if the
effect on the listener is the same?)
Though his voice may have been
‘aging’ it now evinced a strength and
subtlety that had been missing for some
time. ‘In The Summertime’ (first since
1981) featured some such vocals; Dylan
even on one occasion turning a verse
‘nasty sounding’ to give this delicate song
another angle.
The ‘tricks’ of doubling lines and
‘panting’ were still occasionally present
(they appear, respectively, in the two songs
just mentioned) but they do not dominate
and often are completely absent, allowing
songs like ‘I’ll Remember You’ to blossom
so effectively that you could hear echoes of

past performances of ‘Covenant Woman’
and the afore-mentioned ‘In The
Summertime’ as Dylan’s vocal presence
imbued this song with a depth and
grandeur belying its slight lyrics.
Perhaps the most surprising of all original Dylan songs was the live debut of ‘Yea!
Heavy And A Bottle of Bread’, recorded as
part of The Basement Tapes in 1967 but
never performed live before November
11th at Madison Square Gardens over 33
years later. After the song Dylan said he
had played it as a request; speculation was
rife about who it was for – Al Gore being
one of those suggested, but the most
popular assumption was that it was for
writer Greil Marcus, who was sitting in the
front row and had recently written a book
based on The Basement Tapes. Whoever it
was done for it was fun to hear; what intonation, what a surprise! I loved it, not as
much as I loved ‘Accidentally Like A
Martyr’ or ‘Mutineer’ but then it would be
silly to expect anything that transcendent
again – wouldn’t it? Never doubt Dylan’s
ability to confound or to rise to an occasion. There was another performance of
the standard of the two Zevon songs,
another cover as it happens, and one
played for the saddest of reasons – to
commemorate the death and celebrate the
life of the ‘quiet Beatle’, George Harrison.
On November 13th, at the end of the
show at Madison Square Gardens, Dylan
introduced an extra song to ecstatic
acclaim, with the words:
‘There’s a tribute going on, I guess it is
next week or the week after, over in
England for George Harrison. You
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know, all kinds of people are in it, I’m
not quite sure who but we can’t make it
and I just want to do this song though
in remembrance of George because we
were such good buddies…’

Fall 2002 was a time not just for
fantastic live shows from Dylan; mutability and mortality stalked the stages,
individually this time as opposed to the
collective tragedy of the previous year.
Every time I listen to this requiem I think
of Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin and Brian
Jones, Dylan’s singing evokes in me
memories of those young people, bright
lights too soon extinguished. Even though,
overwhelmingly, it is George Harrison,
and, naturally, Warren Zevon that I most
specifically think of, over and above the
many others who have passed away. I can
also hear in my mind that other astonishing tribute to a fallen musician, ‘Moon
River’. You cannot listen to it and help but
think of death, specifically musicians
passing away; a song to a just-deceased
musician, a 60s icon like Dylan, like Jimi
and Janis and Brian…
Yet that is only the beginning of where
the song takes us, far more importantly it
also sings, ringingly, of an overwhelming
love and – in and by itself – achievement.
The achievement of Harrison and all other
musicians, artists and people who have
brought joy, insight and love into our existence, anyone and everyone, that is, who
has ‘moved us like no other’. In memoriam.
Thank you Bob, goodbye George, we
didn’t ‘want you to leave us now’, but here
as the fondest of farewells is your beautiful
love song, turned into a song with
cavernous depths of spiritual insight into
what it means to salute the person who
created the song being sung.

It all sounded so strangely offhand – the
very opposite of the song that followed. It
was a bit like the terrible joke after the
affecting speech about New York at the
same venue the year before; the switch of
emotion was as extreme (albeit at opposite
ends of the performance, the change of tone
from the shy introduction into the song
itself all but unfathomable, as are the depths
of emotion this performance evokes. (In
between the two someone hands Dylan a set
of the lyrics – he tells them in no uncertain
terms to ‘get it out of here’.)
Following that hesitant introduction,
at the venue where they had performed
together at the Concert for Bangladesh all
those years ago, Dylan played Harrison’s
classic love song, ‘Something’. It is an odd
experience to hear a new performance of a
so familiar song by a familiar voice; it is
something both new and known at the
same time.
Dylan’s performance stands as an
outstanding tribute, one that would make
George Harrison so very happy and proud
were he around to hear it. That is the
problem with such tributes, they come too
late for the deceased. Though you hope
against hope that somehow it could be
that George Harrison was hearing this.
After all, a man who could so perspicaciously understand the beauty of Dylan’s
singing on ‘Nobody’s Child’ would weep at
the brilliance of the vocals here.
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1. ‘Among the customers for trainers and cosmetics I begin to see blokes with moustaches, wounded eyes and
unclean skin, sporting bellies and grubby jackets, walking in twos and threes. If these men look like poachers,
their women look like game old birds.’
2.

‘(…by the very standards of imaginative integrity that Dylan himself threw out into the world.)’

3. This was most evident among (some of) the older fans; there was by now a largish number of younger fans
who loved the second half of the Never Ending Tour more than anything else in Dylan’s career. [Us oldsters
would pick pre-1996, not post, as our favourite N.E.T. period]. There is always, too, the constituency that likes
everything Dylan does without reservation.
4.

There is a fantastic version of it at the end of Dylan’s 2003 film Masked And Anonymous.

5.

A promise I kept for many years but broke in late 2003, albeit under duress.

6. This spectacularly named venue was the Pimlico Race Track, Baltimore, Maryland and it was a celebration
of the ‘Harley-Davidson 100th Anniversary Open Road Tour’. Names like these let you see the extent of Dylan’s
N.E.T. ‘go anywhere, play anywhere’ attitude. The last 3 venues on this leg, for example, were: ‘Sundome For The
Performing Arts’, ‘Hard Rock Hotel & Casino’ and ‘Antelope Valley Fair’.
7. On the other hand the heavily hyped ‘product’ (as Sony would see it), what we prefer to think of as Modern
Times sold astonishingly well upon its release in 2006.
8. Mr Miers recounts the tale in an amusing follow-up piece for The Buffalo News, August 23rd 2002 available for a small fee from their archives at http://www.buffalonews.com/newslibrary/
9.

http://www.ancientwisdom.biz/nagchampa/

10. Judas! issue 4; January 2003
11. After a cheerfully courageous, and hard-working, spell under the cloud of his own demise, Warren Zevon
died in September 2003.
12. Van Morrison made a single with Tom Jones of it. Something that brings to mind a possible duet that
would make Dylan’s embracing of Michael Bolton and the Grateful Dead seem positively benign.
13. There is a further connection here though, in that Henley and Zevon worked with Andy Slater who
managed The Wallflowers, Dylan’s son Jakob’s band.
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How Many Roads?

Echoes of Lonnie Donegan in
Bob Dylan’s work
by Pádraig Hanratty

It has come as no surprise that Dylan’s new album, Modern Times, contains
references to many old folk and blues songs. ‘Nettie Moore’, for example, takes its
title and part of its chorus from ‘Gentle Nettie Moore’. Its opening lines reference
another folk song:
Lost John’s sittin’ on a railroad track,
Something’s out of whack.
‘Lost John’has been recorded by a number of artists over the years. Dylan
performed a version at Bonnie Beecher’s apartment on 22 December, 1961.
However, the most famous version was by Lonnie Donegan in 1956:
Now, Lost John was standing by the railroad track
Waitin’ for the freight train to come back,
The freight train came back and never made no stop.
Lost John thought he’d have to ride on top.
Well he’s long, long, long gone,
And he’s long, long, long gone.
Lonnie Donegan, the so-called ‘King of Skiffle’, was by no means a modest
man. Keenly aware of his influence on generations of British music stars, he called
his autobiography All Roads Lead To Lon. And he referred to his most famous
recording, ‘Rock Island Line, as the ‘most influential song in British pop history’.1
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Donegan did have an enormous
impact. His brand of raucous skiffle
inspired many British teenagers to join
bands. He introduced his audience to the
songs of Woody Guthrie, Pete Seeger, and
Leadbelly. For a few years in the late 1950s,
he was one of Britain’s top performers.
Donegan recorded an exquisite version
of Dylan’s ‘Farewell’ on his 1965 album,
Lonnie Donegan Folk Album. However,
Dylan doesn’t seem to have been particularly influenced by Donegan or skiffle.
That being said, both men often went to
the same wells in search of inspiration.
They covered many of the same songs and
similar themes crop up in the works of
both artists.
Lonnie Donegan was born Anthony
James Donegan in Strathclyde, Glasgow
on April 29, 1931. His father was Scottish
and his mother was Irish. In 1933, the
family moved to East Ham, London. After
leaving school, Donegan had an eclectic
range of jobs, including being an officeboy
for a London stockbroker, selling men’s
clothes in a West End store, and working
as a builder’s labourer.
In 1949, Donegan was conscripted into
the army. In order to avoid being posted to
Africa, he signed up for an educational
course on the treatment of venereal
disease. (In 1970, Donegan shared a bill
with Vic Damone. He told Damone that it
wasn’t the first time he’d worked with
VD.) After completing the course, he was
sent to Vienna for a year, before being
demobbed in 1951.
Donegan had a life-long love of
American folk and blues songs, especially
those by the Weavers, Pete Seeger, Woody

Guthrie, Leadbelly, and Lonnie Johnson.
He amassed a huge collection of records.
These were hard to come by in the 1940s,
but Donegan tracked them down. He
borrowed a number of Library of
Congress field recordings from the
American embassy in Grosvenor House.
In fact, he was less than scrupulous about
returning them:
I borrowed the first record that Muddy
Waters ever made, and I told the library
that I’d lost it. I was probably the only
person in Britain to hear that record.2
The radio was also a valuable source
for these songs. While in Vienna, Donegan
could hear many of these songs on the
American Forces Radio Network. And,
while in England, he could turn to the
BBC, as he told an audience in London in
1994:
It was the BBC. Every week, the BBC
had a record programme called ‘Harry
Parry and his Radio Rhythm Club
Sextet’. And they would play a jazz
record, a swing record, Harry James or
something like that. They also played a
blues record once a week, like a country
and western or folk song thing. I used to
glue my ears to that, every Friday night
it was. And that’s where I learned
‘Frankie and Johnny’.
In 1951, Donegan formed the Tony
Donegan Jazz Band. The band played
support to Lonnie Johnson at the Royal
Festival Hall in June 1952. Lonnie Johnson
was one of Donegan’s heroes. However,
Donegan was unimpressed with the
concert:
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[Lonnie Johnson] was a bitter disappointment. All we had were these old
records and we expected the Americans
to sound like them, which they didn’t.
Johnson had become rather smooth,
singing ‘Stardust’ with an electric
guitar. He was no longer in the gin
mills.3

saying that it was based on an ‘oddinstead of even-number system’.6
Although Dylan didn’t use Johnson’s
guitar technique in the 1960s, he did find
himself drawn back to it in the late 1980s,
believing that ‘this way of playing would
revitalize my world’.7 Years earlier, Link
Wray had used a similar style:

The concert did make a lasting impression on Donegan for another reason,
though. When introducing the acts, the
MC for the evening got confused and
introduced ‘Tony Johnson’ and ‘Lonnie
Donegan’. The name stuck.
Lonnie Johnson also had a big influence on Bob Dylan. Indeed, Dylan said
that the version of ‘Corrina, Corrina’ on
The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan is ‘pretty
much Lonnie Johnson’.4 And, on Good As
I Been To You, Dylan covered ‘Tomorrow
Night’, a song Johnson had a hit with in
1947. However, it was on Dylan’s guitar
playing that Johnson was to have to most
influence:

Once I understood what I was doing, I
realized that I wasn’t the first one to do
it, that Link Wray had done the same
thing in his classic song “Rumble” many
years earlier. Link’s song had no lyrics,
but he had played with the same
numerical system. It would never have
occurred to me where the song’s power
had come from because I had been
hypnotized by the tone of the piece.8
After Link Wray died on 5 November,
2005, Dylan opened a number of his
shows in Brixton with ‘Rumble’. That style
of playing still obviously captivates Dylan.
However, as he admitted to Austin Scaggs
in a Rolling Stone interview in 2004, not
everyone would see its importance:

Lonnie Johnson, the blues-jazz player,
showed me a technique on the guitar in
maybe 1964. I hadn’t really understood
it when he first showed it to me. It had
to do with the mathematical order of
the scale on a guitar, and how to make
things happen, where it gets under
somebody’s skin and there’s really
nothing they can do about it, because
it’s mathematical… It’s more kind of an
ancient way of playing. I always wanted
to use this technique, but I never was
really able to do it with my own songs.5

Austin Scaggs: In Chronicles, you write
about the guitar technique that Lonnie
Johnson taught you. Only a serious
musician would comprehend the
language you use. Why’d you choose to
go into it in such great detail?
Bob Dylan: I think it might be helpful
for people to understand that my style
has got a structure to it. Maybe I wrote
that for people who play. Some people
might pick it up. Why? Do you find it
irrelevant in some way?

In Chronicles, Dylan went into more
detail about this mysterious technique,

Austin Scaggs: On the contrary.
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improvised home-made instruments. In
Louisville and Memphis, skiffle bands
were called ‘jug bands’. By the 1940s, skiffle
had developed into a form of novelty jazz.
These groups would play a mixture of
folk, blues, and jazz music. As well as
acoustic guitars and banjos, a skiffle band
might have a washboard, wash-tub or teachest bass, kazoo, jug, cigar-box fiddle,
and comb and paper. The music was
informal and improvised.
Donegan, often called the King of
Skiffle, was knowledgeable about its
origins:

Bob Dylan: I can’t say whether a bus
driver would find it interesting. To me it
was important.9
Having changed his name, Lonnie
Donegan decided to become a full-time
professional musician, and in 1953 he
joined Chris Barber in Ken Colyer’s
Jazzmen (who became the Chris Barber
Jazz Band after Colyer left in 1954). The
band mainly played Dixieland jazz.
However, during the interval, Donegan
had a ‘folk-blues’ spot where he played
acoustic guitar or banjo and sang songs
backed by an upright bass and percussion
(usually washboard or drums). These
interval sets became as popular as the
main performance.
Bill Coyler, the washboard player in
Chris Barber’s band, had a record by Dan
Burley and his Skiffle Boys. He thought
that Donegan’s style was similar to
Burley’s, so they called Donegan’s set the
‘Skiffle Session’. Donegan would later
ruefully remark:
I wish we had called it Lonnie Donegan
music, and then I wouldn’t be asked all
these questions all the time.10

Skiffle was originally associated with
rent-house parties. If one of the guys
was short of rent, he’d hold a party and
people would come round with bottles
and guitars for a bit of a whoop-up.
He’d pass the hat round during the
proceedings, just like Phil the Fluter’s
Ball 400 years earlier. The kind of music
they would play was very improvised,
very folky and a bit jazzy. This was
roughly parallel to what we were doing,
so we called it ‘Skiffle’, but we just did it
for variety.11

The term ‘skiffle’ had been around for
a lot of years before. Dan Burley had
recorded ‘Skiffle Blues’ in 1947. And back
in 1926, Jimmy O’Brien’s Washboard Band
recorded ‘Chicago Skiffle’, the first time the
word was used on a record.
Skiffle had its origins in the New
Orleans ‘spasm bands’ of the 1900s. Later,
this music would be played at ‘rent parties’
in 1920s. These were parties held by
tenants to raise money to pay the rent. The
music at these parties was often played on

The group went to Copenhagen in
April 1953 to rehearse. While there,
Lonnie recorded his first skiffle session,
which included ‘Nobody’s Child’ and
‘Midnight Special’. These tracks wouldn’t
be released until 1993. When Harry
Belafonte recorded ‘Midnight Special’ in
June 1961, he hired the young Bob Dylan
to play harmonica on the track.
In 1954, the Chris Barber Jazz Band
went into the studio to record New Orleans
Joys, an instrumental jazz album for the
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Albert Dock in Liverpool.). Ray Coleman,
Lennon’s biographer, remarks that Lennon
‘went for skiffle like a homing pigeon’.13 In
1957, Lennon formed his own skiffle
group, The Quarry Men. On 6 July, 1957,
Lennon met Paul McCartney at the
Woolton garden fete, where the Quarry
Men were playing. Among the songs
performed by Lennon that day were
Donegan’s ‘Cumberland Gap’, ‘Railroad
Bill’ and ‘Puttin’ On The Style’. (Dylan
performed a version of ‘Railroad Bill’ in
Bonnie Beecher’s apartment in May 1961).
Donegan would later remark on his
influence on Lennon:

Decca label. Against the engineer’s wishes,
they decided to record some of Donegan’s
skiffle numbers as well. Donegan was
backed by Barber on bass and Beryl Bryden
on washboard. Among the songs recorded
were ‘Rock Island Line’, ‘John Henry’,
‘Nobody’s Child’, ‘Wabash Cannonball’, and
‘The Wreck Of The Old ‘97’. Only the first
two songs were included on the album,
which went on to sell 50,000 copies.
However, at the time, no one paid any
special attention to ‘Rock Island Line’. It
wasn’t until Decca released it as a single
(backed with ‘John Henry’) in late 1955
that it came to popular notice. It entered
the British charts in January 1956 and
peaked at number 6. And with its success
the British skiffle craze was born.
Like all new music crazes, skiffle was a
combination of older music genres. Just as
rockabilly had mixed hillbilly music with
rhythm and blues, and as folk-rock would
later mix folk and rock, skiffle mixed jazz,
folk, and blues. Perhaps the greatest attraction of this music was its sense of fun. It
was improvised, often amateur music. As
Martin Carthy would later remark:

I was shocked by all the skiffle clubs that
opened everywhere, and the thousands
of guys trying to imitate Lonnie
Donegan. It was uncanny how much
John Lennon sounded like me on the
Quarry Men tape that turned up a few
years ago.14
However, Lennon wasn’t the only
Beatle to be influenced by Donegan. Paul
McCartney recalled that everyone ‘bought
guitars in order to be in a Skiffle group’.15
And George Harrison’s brother Harry
remembered the lengths George went to in
order to meet his hero:

Skiffle represented ordinary people
making music. There had been this idea
that music was played by trained musicians, and ordinary people didn’t have
anything to do with it. It enabled
certain people to keep control of the
music business.12

In 1958 Lonnie Donegan was appearing
at the Empire [Theatre] and of course
George just had to go. In fact, he
borrowed the money from our parents so
that he could see every single show!
Anyway, he found out where Lonnie was
staying, which happened to be a house
in Speke, so George went round and
hammered on the door until he came
out and gave George his autograph.16

The Beatles were fans of skiffle music.
John Lennon’s record collection contained
many Lonnie Donegan singles. (His copy
of ‘Rock Island Line’ can now be seen at
The Beatles Experience exhibition at
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steam in its two and a half minutes. Most
of the drama comes from Donegan’s
frantic delivery. He added a spoken introduction to the song:

Many years later, Donegan would be
present at a Beatles reunion of sorts. On
May 19, 1979, Eric Clapton married Pattie
Harrison. Among the guests were George
Harrison, Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr,
and Lonnie Donegan.
Patrick Humphries points out how
appealing this raucous new music was in
1956:

Now, this here’s the story about the
Rock Island line. The Rock Island line,
she runs down into New Orleans, and
just outside of New Orleans is a big toll
gate. And all the trains that go through
the toll gate, why they gotta pay the
man some money. But of course, if you
got certain things on board, then you
okay, you don’t have to pay the man
nothin’.

Britain was still reeling from the aftereffects of the war. Rationing had only
just ended; the ‘teenager’ was a new –
and, for some, slightly scary – concept;
and bomb sites still scarred the major
cities. It was from this rubble that the
skiffle boom arose.17

Donegan would later joke, at that 1994
concert, that the executives at the Decca
label would overestimate the importance
of this spoken introduction:

Indeed, the impact of Donegan’s brand
of skiffle in Britain was similar to the
impact of Elvis’s brand of rock and roll in
America. However, Donegan bridled at
any suggested similarities between the two
new music genres:

When I had my first hit record, which
was Rock Island Line, as probably most
of you know, I prefaced it by saying
‘This here’s the story about the Rock
Island Line’. And after that, from then
on, my record company – I think I had
one – decided that the mystery behind
the enormous sales was this story thing,
you see. I had to say ‘This here’s the
story’ in front of every record. That was
the edict from on high.

The present interest in skiffle has coincided with the popularity of rock and
roll and is mistakenly believed by many
people to be connected with it. Skiffle is
as different from rock and roll as jazz is
from dance music. The essential of
skiffle is continual improvisation,
which is the opposite to rock and roll
with its monotonous repetition.18

Dylan would use a similar device in
‘Hurricane’:

‘Rock Island Land’ was a Leadbelly
song. In many ways, it was an unlikely hit
song, given that the subject matter
concerned sneaking freight through a toll
gate in New Orleans. However, Donegan’s
performance, like the train in the song,
gradually builds up a mighty head of

Yes, here’s the story of the Hurricane,
The man the authorities came to blame
For somethin’ that he never done.
Decca still regarded Donegan as a jazz
artist. Their next Donegan single was his
lively version of Washboard Sam’s ‘Diggin’
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My Potatoes’. The BBC banned the song,
because of its suggestive lyrics:

Donegan, it’s his stage name that he
namechecks. Two early songs were ‘Bob
Dylan’s New Orleans Rag’ and ‘Bob Dylan’s
Blues’. He also recorded ‘Bob Dylan’s
Dream’ and ‘Bob Dylan’s 115th Dream’. In
1979, he namechecked his real name and
his stage name:

I crept up to the window,
Thought I heard a moan.
I heard somebody say
‘Ooh, you’re suckin’ my sweet bone!’
Dylan has sometimes incorporated
such innuendo in his lyrics. ‘Journey
Through The Dark Heat’ had him singing
about ‘the juice running down my leg’. On
‘Thunder On The Mountain’, he declares:
‘I got the pork chops, she got the pie.’ And
‘Goin’ To Acapulco’ gives us the following:

You may call me Terry, you may call
me Timmy,
You may call Bobby, you may call me
Zimmy.
On 12 November, 1980, Dylan gave his
only live performance so far of
‘Carribbean Wind’. In this version of the
song, he appears to sing the following:

Well, sometime you know when the
well breaks down
I just go pump on it some.
Rose Marie, she likes to go to big places
And just set there waitin’ for me to
come.

Flies on my balcony buzzin’ my head,
Slayin’ Bob Dylan, heat in my bed,
Street band playin’ ‘Nearer My God To
Thee’.

After the inevitable failure of ‘Diggin’
My Potatoes’, Donegan switched to the
Pye-Nixa label. His first single for the new
label comprised ‘Lost John’ and ‘Stewball’,
which reached number 3 in the charts.
John Lennon often performed ‘Lost John’
with the Quarry Men, and recorded a
chaotic version of the song with Ringo
Starr in 1970. Even though this was just
Donegan’s third single, he didn’t hesitate
to namecheck himself at the end of ‘Lost
John’:

(The official lyrics and the studio
version have ‘Ceiling fan broken, there’s a
heat in my bed.’) Before performing the
song, Dylan talked about a man both he
and Donegan admired so much:

If anybody asks you who sung the song,
Tell ‘em Lonnie Donegan been here
and gone.

First time I heard a 12-string guitar was
played by Leadbelly… He made lots of
records [in New York]. At first, he was
just doing prison songs and stuff like
that… He’d been out of prison for some
time when he decided to do children’s
songs… Some people liked the old
songs, some people liked the new ones…
But he didn’t change. He was the same
man.

Despite having once sung ‘Oh, my
name it is nothin’, Dylan has also
namechecked himself in song. And like

In 1956, Donegan also released the
Skiffle Session EP and toured America. On
his return, he released another Leadbelly
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song as a single, ‘Bring A Little, Sylvie’.
This was backed by Woody Guthrie’s
‘Dead Or Alive’. In the Guthrie song, the
sheriff sends an invitation to the singer:

Donegan heard Frank Crumit’s
version ‘Frankie and Johnny’ on the BBC.
Donegan’s version features one of his best
vocal performances; as the drama of the
narrative rises, so does the drama of
Donegan’s delivery. He adopts the voices
of the different characters:

Well, the new sheriff sent me a letter,
Yes, the new sheriff sent me a letter.
He said, ‘Come up and see me, dead
or alive.
Come and see me, dead or alive.’

He said, ‘Roll me over so careful,
Roll me over so slow.
Oh, roll me on to my left side.
Your bullets sure hurt me so.
I was your man, but I been doing you
wrong, so wrong.’

A similar idea would crop up in
Dylan’s ‘High Water’:
They got Charles Darwin trapped out
there on Highway Five.
Judge says to the High Sheriff,
‘I want him dead or alive
Either one, I don’t care.’
High water everywhere.

He later remarked
[‘Frankie And Johnny’] was the first
piece of heavy rock, and it was designed
with that in mind. We did play heavy.
We didn’t have a sound for wimps. Way,
way back, I was always a shouter and a
screamer and a thumper and a banger
and I have never been accused of overfinesse.20

In December 1956, Donegan’s first
album, Showcase, was released. It included
‘Wabash Cannonball’, “Frankie and
Johnny’, ‘Nobody’s Child’, ‘I’m A Rambling
Man’, and ‘The Wreck of the Old ‘97’.
Dylan recorded a version of ‘Nobody’s
Child’ with the Traveling Wilburys in the
early 1990s as part of a charity album to
raise money for Romanian orphans. George
Harrison referred to the Wilburys as a
‘revved-up skiffle group’.19 During an interview with Terry Wogan on the BBC to
promote the single, Harrison referred to the
song as an ‘old Lonnie Donegan number’.
Dylan had earlier referred to the song
in ‘She Belongs to Me’ (believed by some
to be about Joan Baez):

Dylan recorded a pared-down version
of the song as ‘Frankie and Albert’ on
Good As I Been To You. He managed to
convey the drama of the song without
resorting to shouting, screaming,
thumping, or even banging. He returned
to the song in ‘Nettie Moore’:
Albert’s in the graveyard, Frankie’s
raising hell.
I’m beginning to believe what the
scriptures tell.
In January 1957, Donegan’s concert at
London’s Conway Hall was recorded. It
was partly released on the EP Lonnie
Donegan On Stage. One of the songs

She never stumbles,
She’s got no place to fall.
She’s nobody’s child,
The Law can’t touch her at all.
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performed, but not included on the EP,
was ‘Precious Memories’, sung by Dickie
Bishop. Dylan performed a mawkish
version of this song on Knocked Out
Loaded in 1986.
January 1957 also saw the release of one
of the great skiffle songs, Donegan’s
version of The Vipers’ ‘Don’t You Rock Me,
Daddy-O’. Frantic as this song was, though,
Donegan hit even faster speeds in his next
single, ‘Cumberland Gap’, which reached
number 1 in the charts. The lyrics are a
patchwork sewn together by a relentless
chorus. The following lines, for example,
earlier appeared in Robert Johnson’s
‘They’re Red Hot’ and would later surface
on Billy Lee Riley’s ‘Red Hot’ (which Dylan
performed with Riley in 1992) and Dylan’s
‘Workingman’s Blues #2’:

Style’. Both songs were recorded in the
London Palladium in June 1957, and the
single went to number 1. Donegan’s love
of performing before a live audience
comes across in these songs. He once
said:
We’re all the same. No matter how
ordinary performers may appear on
the surface, you’ll find a reason why
they are up there. Everybody is on
stage saying, ‘Please love me’. That’s
why we’re there. Nobody on the stage
is well adjusted. They are all searching
desperately for attention and affection. There is some form of emotional
deprivation in every artist’s life.21
Dylan admitted to Enda Gundersen in
1995:

Well, I’ve got a girl six feet tall,
Sleeps in the kitchen with her feet in
the hall.

There’s a certain part of you that
becomes addicted to a live audience. I
wouldn’t keep doing it if I was tired of
it. I do about 125 shows a year. It may
sound like a lot to people who don’t
work that much, but it isn’t. BB King is
working 350 nights a year.22

The song also contains the priceless
couplet:
Well, two old ladies sitting in the sand,
Each one wishing that the other was a
man.

‘Puttin’ On The Style’ was first
recorded by Vernon Dalhart in 1924. It
opens with a girl whose reasons for
attending church are less than pure:

Dylan’s ‘Get Your Rocks Off ’ contains a
variation of the same theme:
You know, there’s two ol’ maids layin’
in the bed,
One picked herself up an’ the other
one, she said,
‘Get your rocks off!’

Sweet sixteen goes to church just to see
the boys.
Laughs and screams and giggles at
every little noise,
Turns her face a little, and turns her
head awhile,
But everybody knows she’s only putting
on the style.

Donegan’s next single was a double
A-side, Woody Guthrie’s ‘Gamblin’ Man’
and Norman Cazden’s ‘Puttin’ On The
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All the young men with their young
women looking so good.
Well, I’d trade places with any of them
In a minute, if I could

In ‘Cold Irons Bound’, Dylan’s motives
would be similarly suspect:
I went to church on Sunday and she
passed by
My love for her is taking such a long
time to die.23

Whereas ‘Gamblin’ Man’ is a fairly
straightforward skiffle treatment of a folk
song, ‘Puttin’ On The Style’ sees Donegan
adding elements of music hall comedy to his
delivery. Donegan was always a fan of music
halls. This form of entertainment was at its
most popular in Britain at the end of the
nineteenth century. (Vaudeville was the
American equivalent.) Music halls were
distinguished from theatres because they
originally allowed smoking and drinking on
the premises. The shows were a mixture of
singing (usually comic or bawdy songs),
recitations, and comedy. Big stars of the
music halls included Marie Lloyd and Albert
Chevalier, and, in later days, Max Miller,
George Formby, and Gracie Fields.24
Donegan’s interaction with the audience recalls the routines of the music halls.
Dylan’s interaction with his audience is
somewhat different. He has rejected
charges that he ignores his audience when
he’s on stage:

‘Puttin’ On The Style’ has a young man
trying to impress his woman with his
driving skills:
Well, the young man in the hot rod
car, driving like he’s mad,
In a pair of yellow gloves he’s borrowed
from his dad.
He makes it roar so lively just to make
his girlfriend smile,
But she knows he’s only putting on the
style.
Dylan was a bit more direct in ‘High
Water’:
I got a cravin’, love for blazing speed,
Got a hopped-up Mustang Ford.
Jump into the wagon, love,
throw your panties on the board.
An interesting aspect about ‘Puttin’ On
The Style’ is that Donegan now sounds a
lot older than his audience:

[Critics] just don’t understand. It’s got
nothing to do with that kind of atmosphere. What they expect is what they
expect. It concerns me more with
getting it to the people. It’s basically
music, not music-hall routine.25

And as I look around me I sometimes
have to smile,
Seeing all the young folks putting on
the style.
In ‘Highlands’, Dylan finds it hard to
smile when he sees all the stylish young folk:

Donegan’s next single was ‘My Dixie
Darling’, backed with ‘I’m Just A Rolling
Stone’, which was written by his guitarist,
Jimmy Currie. In December 1957, Donegan
recorded ‘Jack O’ Diamonds’, a rigorous
exploration into the meaning of life:

I see people in the park forgetting their
troubles and woes.
They’re drinking and dancing, wearing
bright-colored clothes.
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When you play the game of life,
You’ve got trouble, you’ve got strife.
Jack o’diamonds is a hard card to find.
Life is like a game of cards,
But it’s very, very hard.
Jack o’diamonds is a hard card to find.

Although Donegan was impressed by
the lyrics, he had reservations about the
song’s message:
Guthrie was not a folk singer at all. He
was a very well-off, well-employed,
commercial singer who happened to
sing in a certain style. He was hired all
over the place to represent America. The
Guthrie song that I get the most results
from is ‘The Grand Coulee Dam’.
Guthrie was employed to write that for
the federal government, who were
opening a big water project on the
Oregon coast, on the Columbia River.
The wanted PR for all the millions of
dollars they had spent. They wanted a
song supporting their project and they
told him what to write. It’s an anthem
of the folk world, but it’s not a folk song
at all – it’s an advertising jingle.26

Dylan included a poem of the same
name in the liner notes for Another Side Of
Bob Dylan:
jack o’diamonds
jack o’diamonds
one-eyed knave
on the move
hits the street
sneaks. leaps
between pillars of chips
springs on them like Samson
thumps thumps
strikes
is on the prowl
you’ll only lose
shouldn’t stay
jack o’diamonds
is a hard card t’ play

On January 20, 1968, Dylan gave his
first live performance since his motorcycle
accident. He performed at the afternoon
and shows at the Woody Guthrie
Memorial Concert in New York’s Carnegie
Hall. Among the songs he performed was a
gutsy version of ‘Grand Coulee Dam’. A
few years later, he would return to the
song, this time on ‘Idiot Wind’:

In 1958, Donegan released his most
successful version of a Woody Guthrie
song, ‘Grand Coulee Dam’. On this single,
the combination of Guthrie’s poetic lyrics
and Donegan’s melodic singing result in
an unforgettable performance:

Idiot wind, blowing like a circle
around my skull,
From the Grand Coulee Dam to the
Capitol.

In the misty crystal glitter of the wild
and windward spray,
Men have fought the pounding waters
and met a watery grave.
Well, she tore their boats to splinters,
but she gave men dreams to dream
Of the day the Coulee Dam would
cross that wild and wasted stream.

The B-side of ‘Grand Coulee Dam’ was
‘Nobody Loves Like An Irishman’. Despite
the profound truth of the title, the song
was banned by the BBC because it could
be seen as being racist. Certainly it shows
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next single, ‘Tom Dooley’, brought him to
number 3 in the charts.
From now on, the music hall influence
would become more prominent. For some
time, Donegan had been performing an
updated version of Billy Rose’s 1924 song
‘Does Your Spearmint Lose Its Flavour’. It
was recorded live as ‘Does Your Chewing
Gum Lose Its Flavour (On The Bedpost
Overnight)?’ at New Theatre, Oxford. The
single reached number 3 in February
1959. It contains the sort of silly jokes that
Dylan has shown a fondness for in recent
years:

an understanding of Middle East culture
worthy of Dylan’s ‘Slow Train’:
The turbaned Turk who scorns the
world
May strut about with his whiskers
curled,
Keep a hundred wives under lock and
key
For nobody else but himself to see.
Yet long may he pray with his Al Koran
Before he can love like an Irishman.
1958 also saw the release of Lonnie,
Donegan’s second album. It included
‘Lonesome Traveller’, ‘Light From The
Lighthouse’, ‘Times Are Getting Hard’, and
‘Ain’t No More Cane on the Brazos’. Dylan
performed a version of the last song at the
Gaslight Café in New York in October
1962. The Band included a version of it on
The Basement Tapes.
The single ‘Lonnie’s Skiffle Party’
(parts 1 and 2) could be seen as a farewell
to skiffle. The song was basically a medley
of various folk and skiffle tunes taken at
breakneck speed, with some music hall
asides. He includes ‘Puttin’ On The Style’,
adding the following words:

If tin whistles are made of tin, what do
they make fog horns out of?
Dylan has told his own share of
schoolboy howlers on stage:
This is a song I wrote for my ex-wife.
She was so conceited, I used to call her
Mimi
You know, Neil Young said to me, ‘Bob,
you just can’t hear cool music on the
radio anymore.’ And I says to Neil,
‘Sure, you just need to stick your radio
in the refrigerator.’
One of my early girlfriends was from
Milwaukee. She was an artist. She gave
me the brush-off.

We played this song in Mexico, we
played this song in Spain,
We sung it on the mountain and we
sung it on the plain.
We sung it in the sunshine, sung it in
the rain,
And if we have to sing it one more
time, we’ll all go bloomin’ insane.

Tony was here once before. He got a
bicycle for his wife. Tony said it was a
pretty good trade.
David and I were in the Pickled Parrot
restaurant this afternoon and David
asked the waitress if they served crabs.
She said ‘Buddy, we’ll serve just about
anybody.’

The single’s poor showing in the charts
showed that the popularity of Skiffle was
beginning to fade. However, Donegan’s
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Donegan gives a spirited rendition of
the Carter Family’s ‘Jimmy Brown The
News Boy’:

On drums, David Kemper. He once
swallowed a roll of film. We’ll see what
develops.
Larry was writing to his girlfriend in
the hotel the other night. I said, ‘Larry,
you can’t write on an empty stomach.
You gotta use paper!’

Never mind, sir, how I look,
Don’t look at me and frown.
I sell the morning papers, sir,
My name is Jimmy Brown.

Donegan’s next single, ‘Fort Worth Jail’,
didn’t do well. However, he took ‘Battle of
New Orleans’ (written by Jimmie
Driftwood and a hit for Johnny Horton) to
number 2 that summer. Before the single
could be released, Donegan had to change
the reference about ‘the bloody British’. He
first changed it to ‘the ruddy British’, and
then ‘the bloomin’ British’. In live performances, he retained the ‘bloody British’ line,
which works as a neat pun, given that the
song is about a battle. Dylan used a similar
pun in ‘Cat’s in the Well’:

In ‘I Believe in You’, Dylan presents us
with a less cheerful character who is also
causing folks to frown:
And they, they look at me and frown,
They’d like to drive me from this town,
They don’t want me around
‘Cause I believe in you.
Donegan released ‘San Miguel’ as a
single, and backed it with ‘Talking Guitar
Blues’. Donegan recorded a UK and US
version of ‘Talking Guitar Blues’. The song
uses the style popularised by Woody
Guthrie and Rambling Jack Elliot, and
later used by Bob Dylan. The song has a
similar storyline to ‘All American Boy’:

The cat’s in the well and grief is
showing its face.
The world’s being slaughtered and it’s
such a bloody disgrace.

Dad, he took it a different way
He said, ‘you can turn your mum’s
hair grey,
Drive your sister away from home,
But you or me boy’s gonna start to
roam
And I ain’t going – never intend to
You figure it out.’
So I did, fast, you know.

Donegan’s third album, Lonnie Rides
Again, was released in late 1959. It
included ‘Take This Hammer’, ‘You Pass
Me By’, ‘Miss Otis Regrets’, ‘San Miguel’,
‘John Hardy’, ‘Jimmy Brown the News
Boy’, ‘Mr Froggy’, and ‘House of the Rising
Sun’. Donegan based the last song on Josh
White’s version, whereas Dylan would
later base his version on Dave Van Ronk’s
performance. Donegan performs ‘Mr
Froggy’ with music-hall exuberance.
Dylan’s performed of ‘Froggie Went ACourtin’ as a whimsical nursery rhyme in
1992.

1960 saw Donegan returning to music
hall for ‘My Old Man’s A Dustman’. This
hugely popular single was recorded in the
Gaumont, Doncaster, in Feb 1960, and it
entered charts at number 1, the first
British single to achieve this. (The released
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I dreamed about my mother, dear old
papa, sister and brother
I dreamed about that girl who’s been
waiting for so long
I wanna go home, I wanna go home,
Oh, how I wanna go home.

version is actually an edited combination
of two performances in the Gaumont.)
The song marked the return of Donegan
the gagster:
Now one day whilst in a hurry,
He missed a lady’s bin.
He hadn’t gone but a few yards
When she chased after him.
‘What game do you think you’re
playing?’
She cried right from the ‘eart,
‘You’ve missed me. Am I too late?’
‘No, jump up on the cart!’

In March 1960, Donegan went to
America to work with songwriters Leiber
and Stoller. This resulted in the single
‘Lorelei’ and the Yankee Doodle Donegan
album, which included a version of
‘Corrine Corrina’. Donegan returned to
more familiar comic territory with ‘Lively’,
a song about the ‘burglar people’. In the
middle of the whimsical lyrics, Donegan
throws in the following aside:

The B-side was ‘The Golden Vanity’.
Dylan performed this old folk song in the
Ten O’Clock Scholar in Minneapolis in
1959, and then returned to it a number of
times in 1991 and 1992. In Waikiki,
Hawaii, in 1992, Dylan played it for the
last time, introducing it by saying, in
response to audience shouts, ‘This one’s
got all that stuff in it, you’ll see. It’s got all
that and more.’
Donegan next had a number 5 hit with
his version of ‘I Wanna Go Home’, on
which he was backed by the Wally Scott
Orchestra. The song was first recorded in
1927, and the Beach Boys had a hit with it
in 1966 as ‘The Sloop John B’.
In November 1990, Dylan performed
Bobby Bare’s ‘Detriot City’ as the opening
song in his concert at East Lansing. Dylan
seemed to be trying to escape from his
audience as he conjured up the ghost of
the old John B:

Here, I sung this song once at a
policeman’s dance. But I was only
singing for coppers.
The song contains the following
exchange between a judge and a shop
steward:
The shop steward of our union was up
before the judge,
Who sentenced him to eighteen
months.
Our steward lodged a grudge.
‘The maximum is twelve, m’lud.’ The
judge replied, ‘What rot!
You’ve always wanted time and a half,
and that’s just what you’ve got.’
Dylan would later use a similar device
in ‘Joey’:
‘What time is it?’ said the judge to Joey
when they met.
‘Five to ten,’ said Joey. The judge says,
‘That’s exactly what you get.’

Last night I went to sleep in Detroit
City
And I dreamed about those cottonfields
and home.
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writing Adam Faith songs’. After Tom
Jones had a hit with Donegan’s ‘I’ll Never
Fall In Love Again’ in 1967, Donegan
changed the line to ‘You can make a
fortune writing Tom Jones songs.’
Dylan has also namechecked many
singers over the years. Most recently,
‘Highlands’ has Neil Young and ‘Thunder
On The Mountain’ has Alicia Keys.
Donegan then had a hit with his
skiffle version of ‘Michael Row The Boat
Ashore’. This was backed with
‘Lumbered’, which finds Donegan in
playful mood again:

In 1961, Adam Faith asked Donegan to
write a song for him. Donegan came up
with ‘Have A Drink On Me’, an updated
version of the coke folk song ‘Have A
Whiff On Me’. Adam Faith rejected it,
because he feared he’d sound like a
Donegan imitator.
Dylan has also had his problems with
imitators. In the 1970s, the search for a
‘new Dylan’ became a preoccupation of
the record industry. In February 1986,
Dylan told an audience in Sydney:
Well, I just read another concert review
the other day. It said, ‘Bob sounds like a
parody of himself. He sounds just
exactly like he’s imitating himself.’ I’d
sure like to know who I’m supposed to
sound like. I know it’s hard. So many
people sound like me these days.
Somebody’s gotta tell some of these
people that I’m still here. And I can’t
sound like anybody else. I don’t know
how to, but if I did I would.

I get l-u-m-b-e-r-e-d lumbered, yeah!
And my luck with women’s just too
rough for words.
On a foursome or a twosome,
Guess who gets the one that’s grue
some!
Me address book’s full of really ugly
birds.
‘Lumbered’ was from the West End
musical ‘Stop The World, I Want To Get
Off ’. It was written by Leslie Bricusse and
Anthony Newley, whom Donegan refers to
in his version:

According to Bono, Dylan is wary of
imitating himself:
Bono says Dylan is ‘very hung up on
actually being Bob Dylan’. As an
example, he says that he and Bob Dylan
were trading lines and verses off the tops
of their heads; Dylan came up with
what Bono calls an ‘absolute classic’, but
Dylan then said, ‘Nah, cancel that’ as
he thought they were too close to what’s
expected of him.27

I wrote Newley a long letter
Saying, ‘Why aren’t pop songs better?’
He put music to it and it was a hit.
In 1962, Donegan had a minor hit with
‘The Comancheros’. This was backed with
his version of Woody Guthrie’s ‘Rambling
Round’, a song Dylan performed in Bonnie
Beecher’s apartment in May and
December 1962.
Donegan then had another hit with
‘The Party’s Over’. Sometimes, he

In the end, Donegan recorded ‘Have A
Drink On Me’ himself and reached
number 8 with it. Towards the end of the
song, he sings ‘You can make a fortune
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performed the song with Des O’Connor,28
of all people. In ‘Highlands’, the party was
also over for Dylan:

This train don’t carry no gamblers, this
train;
This train don’t carry no gamblers, this
train;
This train don’t carry no gamblers,
Liars, thieves, nor big shot ramblers.
This train is bound for glory, this train.

The party’s over,
And there’s less and less to say.
I got new eyes
Everything looks far away.

Dylan performed this song at
Beecher’s apartment in May 1961 and
then again at the 1968 Woody Guthrie
Memorial Concert. He also returned to
the song for his own ‘Tryin’ to Get to
Heaven’:

Donegan’s own version of ‘I’ll Never
Fall In Love Again’ failed to chart, but it
was later recorded by Tom Jones in 1967
and by Elvis Presley in 1976. It was backed
with ‘Keep On The Sunny Side’, a song that
Dylan said forms part of his lexicon:

Some trains don’t pull no gamblers,
No midnight ramblers, like they did
before.

Those old songs are my lexicon and my
prayer book. All my beliefs come out of
those old songs, literally, anything from
‘Let Me Rest On The Peaceful
Mountain’ to ‘Keep On The Sunny
Side’. You can find all my philosophy in
those old songs.29

In December 1962, Donegan
released two songs with the music hall
comedian Max Miller, ‘The Market
Song’ and ‘Tit Bits’. Needless to say, the
lyrics to ‘The Market Song’ weren’t very
deep:

In September 1962, Donegan had his
last UK hit with a rousing version of
Leadbelly’s ‘Pick A Bale Of Cotton’. It was
fitting that Leadbelly should provide
Donegan’s last hit, seeing as he provided
his first hit (‘Rock Island Line’) also. The
Ol’ Bill in this song would later turn up in
Dylan’s ‘Tell Old Bill’.
Donegan’s exit from the charts coincided with the entry of those former skifflers, the Beatles:

A man stood in the pouring rain, all
running out of his shoes.
He hadn’t sold a thing all day. The
horse he backed did lose.
The kids had nicked his bicycle. He’d
lumbago in both arms.
He said, ‘I’m fed up standing here
selling lucky charms!’
‘Tit Bits’ followed in a similar philosophical vein:

The week they went into the charts, I
went out.30

‘Hi, Max! You know something, last
night I had a nightmare.’
‘I know. I saw you with her’.
I once had a date with a fat girl.
She weighed over twenty stone two.

However, Donegan continued to
record. He recorded the Sing Hallelujah!
album with the Kestrels. It contained a
version of Guthrie’s ‘This Train’:
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generation whose knowledge of
Donegan went little further than
knowing that he was the guy who sang
‘My Old Man’s A Dustman’.

Because I was late, she said, ;You’re all
behind!;
I said, ‘Blimey, well, what about you?’
In 1963, Donegan’s versions of ‘Lemon
Tree’, ‘Losing By A Hair’, and ‘500 Miles
From My Home’ all failed to chart. In
1964, he also failed with his cover of the
Serendipity Sisters’ ‘Beans In My Ears’.
This song explored the same arena of
domestic turbulence that Dylan would
later explore in Blood on the Tracks:

The album opened with ‘I’m Gonna Be
A Bachelor’, in which Donegan quirkily
pledges his love:
If I was a cat and you the mouse,
I’d hang around your nest.
And if you wouldn’t play with me
I’d beat upon my chest
Until my own heart’s blood began to
pour.
I’d crawl upon my knees.
I’d spend my money buying you
The best imported cheese.

I think that all wives have got beans in
their ears,
Great big beans in their ears,
Whoppin’ beans in their ears.
Yes, I think that all wives have got
beans in their ears,
Beans in their ears.

Dylan’s pledges of love have sometimes
been equally unusual:

Donegan positioned himself in the
folk market in 1963 with Lonnie Donegan
Folk Album. However, Donegan now had
to compete with a certain young
folksinger, as the liner notes of the reissued
album say:

I bought my girl a herd of moose
One she could call her own.
Well, she came out the very next day
To see where they had flown.
Also included on the album was
Donegan’s version of Dylan’s ‘Farewell’, a
fairly obscure choice. He gives an excellent
performance of the song, bettering Dylan’s
own recording. However, his mannered
style does highlight how different his
approach to performing was now to
Dylan’s.
Donegan continued to record and
perform throughout the 1960s and 1970s.
Although his songs were no longer troubling the charts, he was kept busy with
concerts and TV appearances. In 1977,
Adam Faith produced a Donegan comeback album, Puttin’ On The Style, featuring
Rory Gallagher, Elton John, Brian May,

Also, folk music, so dear to Donegan’s
heart and success, had found itself an
idol acceptable to the youth culture
which now dominated the Pop scene –
Bob Dylan had truly arrived. Now,
Dylan was a real folk singer and, like
Donegan, took much of his inspiration
from Woody Guthrie; unlike Donegan,
to whom an evening suit and cummerbund had been de rigueur, Dylan
looked and acted like a folk singer, and
wrote virtually all of his own material
in an unmistakable folk style. And it
was commercially acceptable to a new
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Leo Sayer, Ringo Starr, and Ron Wood.
Donegan wasn’t overly enthusiastic about
the project:

have the smell of the crowd and the roar
of the greasepaint, although I do like it.
It is just that I have got to do something.
I can’t sit in a rocking chair and read
Shakespeare and Agatha Christie. I’ve
got to do something and the only thing
I can do is entertainment. That’s all I
know about.34

I wasn’t too keen at first because, to be
quite honest, my old hits are a pain in
the arse. They don’t mean anything to
me anymore.31
In 1978, Donegan recorded his next
album, Sundown. He then hit the road
again, playing wherever he could get the
paying crowds. Like Dylan, Donegan overcame his boredom with his old songs by
constantly changing how he performed
them. Paul Henry, guitarist in Donegan’s
band in the 1990s, recalls:

In 1990, Donegan found himself in the
charts again when Jive Bunny sampled
‘Chewing Gum’ and ‘Dustman’ in their hit
single. Then, in 1995, he received an Ivor
Novello
Award
for
Outstanding
Contribution to British Music. At the ceremony, he performed with Van Morrison.
This resulted in a very fruitful collaboration for a few years. Morrison was a fan of
Donegan:

He would say that we were the best
musicians in the world, but we knew we
weren’t. He said, ‘No, it takes good
musicians to follow me as I’m doing
something different every night. As
opposed to knowing the chords, you
have to be listening all the time.’ That
was true – he went off on tangents and
that kept it fresh.32

Without Lonnie Donegan, there
wouldn’t have been a British music
scene at all. I’d put my money on that.35
They performed a number of concerts
together, and their concert at Whitla Hall,
Belfast on 21 November, 1998, was
recorded and released as The Skiffle Sessions
– Live In Belfast, which featured many of
Donegan’s hits. Donegan released his first
album in over twenty years in 1999 with
Muleskinner Blues. The album featured Van
Morrison on ‘Muleskinner Blues’ and ‘I’m
Alabamy Bound’. Dylan’s version of
‘Muleskinner Blues’ can be heard on the
1960 Dylan apartment tape and Wallace
apartment tape. He also performed the
song at the Finjan Club, Montreal, in 1962.
However, this performance collapsed into a
medley of croaks and yodels.
In June 2000, Donegan got an MBE in
the Queen’s Birthday Honours List. (The

Tom Petty has said something similar
about touring with Dylan:
Backing him in the ‘80s had a huge
effect on our band. Bob has a spontaneity that comes from folk or even the
best jazz artists. It’s very fresh and alive.
We learned if the song is durable and
good, you can approach it a lot of
ways.33
Of course, touring was also a way of
keeping active, as Donegan explained:
I haven’t worked at all for a year [1992]
until last week. It’s not that I have got to
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irrepressible Lulu got an OBE in the same
list.) In 2002, Eric Clapton asked Donegan
to perform at the George Harrison memorial concert in the Albert Hall. Clapton
suggested that Donegan should open the
show, seeing as he had started it all.
Donegan responded:

For many people, Donegan was a
quaint music hall entertainer who sang
quirky songs such as ‘Dustman’ and
‘Chewing Gum’. However, he was always
more than that. The skiffle explosion
that he helped set off in 1956 set many
young musicians on their road. As noted
in the liner notes for Talking Guitar
Blues:

Okay, but which poor sod is going to
follow me? 36

But his most important contribution
was the long shadow he cast, for
Donegan was arguable the most influential British musician of his era. He
effectively brought DIY Pop music to the
UK, inspiring an entire generation on
British teenagers to pick up cheap,
acoustic guitars, home-made tea-chest
basses and washboards, and make their
own music.

Clapton then suggested that Donegan
should close the first half of the show.
Meanwhile, Donegan was still touring.
What turned out to be his final tour was
eerily advertised with the tagline ‘This
Could Be The Last Time’.
Sadly, Donegan never got a chance to
perform at the George Harrison tribute. His
gave his last concert at the Royal Concert
Hall, Nottingham, on 30 October, 2002. He
passed away on 4 November, aged 71.
Since then, Donegan’s legend has been
repackaged and reissued many times. Also,
his place in this musical history is now
assured. The liner notes for Puttin’ On The
Style point out:

Dylan probably was not directly
influenced by Donegan. Indeed, Dylan’s
form of folk-rock would effectively
replace skiffle in the 1960s. However,
both artists were influenced by many of
the same earlier performers. They both
travelled the same dusty roads. The
fingerprints of Woody Guthrie, Pete
Seeger, Leadbelly, and the Carter Family
can be seen in both their bodies of work.
And now that Lonnie Donegan has been
and gone, it’s up to Dylan to continue to
remind people of the importance of
these pioneers.

‘Rock Island Line’ occupies the same
place in British Rock that Elvis Presley’s
Sun recordings do in America – it’s the
birthplace of a new generation, a new
sound, a new way of looking at the
world.
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Paul Williams Interview
from Homer, the slut #10
conducted by Andrew Muir

Why Write

thoughts out, as in that Dylan line I quote
so much, ‘I might go insane if it couldn’t
be sprung.’ And then after awhile (or
maybe right from the start) it becomes a
companion, also, someone to talk to and
in a funny sense someone to listen to too,
writers are kept company by their own
writing voices, a voice most of ‘em don’t
hear I think except when they’re in the act.
I know that even now I get uncomfortable
if kept from the act of writing for too long
(how long ‘too long’ is depends a lot on
whether I have a particular project that’s
percolating or that I’m in the middle of).
Irritable, out of sorts, no fun to be around.
So I write for a lot of reasons, but perhaps
the strongest of these is that, once
engaged, I’m driven to by some internal
demon. This need is more basic and real
than any highfaluting ‘purpose’ I might
dream up.

AM Let’s start with the basics: Why
write? What was the first thing you
remember writing, and can you remember
how it felt when you’d finished it?
PW I was always inclined towards
writing and publishing, not sure why, put
out my first dittoed newspaper (The
Sunlight Herald) when I was barely eight
years old, and was already pegged as a
future professional writer when I
graduated from sixth grade. It’s the form
of expression that made itself available to
me – no good at art, no aptitude for acting
or music (I took guitar lessons from
Spider John Koerner for a few weeks) – I
got good feedback for my efforts, attention
and praise from adults (and even peers
sometimes), and I’m sure that was a big
factor. I remember in high school once
formulating some idea about the purpose
in life being experience, digestion, and
expression, and I do think for those of us
who produce work in the creative or
communicative fields there is a kind of
compulsion about expression, a need not
just for attention (although that’s certainly
part of it) but for getting these feelings and

AM OK, so why Dylan in particular
and rock music in general?
PW Well, circumstances directed me
towards being someone who writes about
music (combined with a keen interest and
natural enthusiasm), insofar as my ‘rock and
roll magazine’ came along at the right time
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and got an enthusiastic reception…it was
too much fun for me to stop doing it, and
what’s more it gave me a sense of purpose
and identity at a time when I greatly needed
one. But then I drifted away from music
writing, and eventually came back to it, not
through circumstances this time primarily
but, again, an inner need, in a sense I
invented a language in order to do this
work, and it’s a language that happens to
work well for me, I can talk about all sorts of
things that matter to me in the course of
writing about music in my particular way.
As for Dylan in particular, I first listened to
Dylan in August 1963 (was thrilled by
‘Davey Moore’ at a Pete Seeger concert a
month earlier however) and first saw him
perform in October 1963, when I was 15.
The first time I remember writing about
him or about music for that matter was a
long track-by-track review (got my basic
style right at the beginning) of Bringing It
All Back Home written in the spring of 1965.
I turned it in as a creative writing assignment and got scorn from my English
teacher (I think he made me write something else); I remember I also gave a copy of
the piece to Larry McCombs, a friend of
mine from science fiction fandom who had
started a folk music fanzine called Folkin’
Around. He didn’t publish the review, but I
was soon doing a (mostly white blues)
column for him called Not Fade Away, and
had one of the thrills of my young life when
my first column, a long review of Snaker’s
Here, elicited an enthusiastic and supportive letter from my hero, Dave ‘Snaker’ Ray.
Dylan’s key role in my development as
a music writer can also be seen in the fact
that the earliest piece of music writing I

did that really felt successful to me, the
moment where I felt I found my voice
(and, therefore, the earliest piece in my
collection Outlaw Blues), was the cover
story of Crawdaddy! 4, my July 1966 essay
about Blonde on Blonde entitled
Understanding Dylan. Like my later piece
Dylan – What Happened?, this title was
meant to reflect the need or question I felt
coming from other people – in a sense my
intention was to elucidate why ‘understanding’ Dylan was beside the point. Anyway,
that piece was some kind of breakthrough,
for the first time I really felt good about my
music writing as writing. And the piece
was well received. It was reprinted in Hit
Parader and as the introduction to a Dylan
songbook. People were responding to me
like I had something to say that wasn’t
necessarily being said somewhere else.
Most encouraging. That article also kept
Crawdaddy! alive, because I was broke and
not too motivated by the response to the
magazine up to that point, and then with
$100 I earned by writing a ‘bio’ for Simon
& Garfunkel, I mimeographed the fourth
issue of Crawdaddy! on a friend’s mimeo,
with a printed cover (Dylan photo with
bass guitar from the ‘Sooner or Later’ ad in
Billboard I think, later used in a Fender ad),
and a couple of acquaintances hitch-hiked
with me to the Newport Folk Festival (I
was living in Cambridge Mass), we slept on
the ground and sold copies of Crawdaddy!
at 25 cents apiece and managed to sell 400
copies or so that weekend. And I met Jac
Holzman of Elektra who liked the magazine and took out an ad in the next issue.
So I was stoked, and Crawdaddy! was off
and running, and I knew at the time that it
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was mostly because we had Dylan on the
cover at the right moment.

And I’d read in a (sf) ‘fanzine’…that what
you need most of all is a subject that a lot of
people are into that nobody is doing a magazine about. I read that & believed it & even
mentioned it to some people in Cambridge
in the summer of ‘65 before I went to
Swarthmore, when a folk music paper called
Broadside was the best-read publication in
town, that somebody ought to start a magazine about rock ‘n’ roll. I couldn’t do it ‘cause
I was about to go off to college and get
involved in that, but whoever did pick up the
idea would meet with certain success.
The common question from this is
normally along the lines off: ‘Was the phenomenal success of Rolling Stone just outside
your grasp here because you elected to go to
college? I must admit, though, that I’m more
intrigued by the first sentence in that
passage from Heart of Gold. It reads as
though the primary aim was to start a
magazine, its subject secondary’.

AM And so…
PW Um, as for your question, well,
Dylan because I loved his music and found
I had a lot to say about it. That really hasn’t
changed over the years. I’m thinking of
putting together a collection of my Dylan
essays, including Dylan – What Happened?
and the Crawdaddy! pieces and other
reviews and articles I’ve written over the
years, maybe it’ll give me a little breathing
room because I don’t want to start on
Volume 3 of Performing Artist yet. Dylan
inspires me, there’s always a mystery in the
quality of his work and in the impact it has
on me and others. The same might be true
for someone writing about Duke Ellington
or Beethoven or Van Gogh or Shakespeare
or Martha Graham, you find yourself
writing about the nature of art and that
means the nature of human experience,
it’s a good subject I think. As good as baseball or royalty or whatever else there is to
write about.
And rock music – you know, it could
be jazz, but in my case rock and roll or
whatever you want to call it is the music I
know and have focused my attention on.
There’s a lot to say about it, as long as I
stick to what really moves and inspires me,
and try to listen deeply before I write
(‘know my song well…’).

PW I started Crawdaddy! at the end of
my first semester of college, and never
finished the second semester, so it wasn’t a
matter of college getting in my way. And
it’s true that starting Crawdaddy! was a
reflection of my interest in publishing a
magazine more or less equally with my
enthusiasm for the music. The two things
came together for me at that point and
really couldn’t be separated – wow, here’s
this exciting thing I could do, like I had a
vision and started chasing after it. And at
first I was floundering around, writing
reviews of singles that tried to predict
whether the song would be a hit or not,
because I’d been reading the trade magazines I guess.

AM The story of Crawdaddy! is pretty
well known, you document its genesis very
well in Heart of Gold (pp61-62, WCS
books paperback)
‘And something else - it wasn’t just love
for the music – I wanted to start a magazine.
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It took a while to find out what
Crawdaddy! wanted to be – really it was
the Dylan article in #4 that gave me the
clue. And the news column, which I think
started in #5. But my ambition was not to
make money or to be famous – my ambition was to play, to be a part of things. Jann
Wenner of Rolling Stone, which came
along in Nov. 67 (Crawdaddy! started in
January 66), definitely had an ambition to
create the new Time or Newsweek, and so
from the beginning he was headed in a
somewhat different direction. My
impulses were more along the lines of the
underground press, I admired the San
Francisco Oracle and Boston’s Avatar, by
1967 I was smoking grass and taking LSD
and taking part in political demonstrations just like the musicians and the
people listening to the music. I wasn’t
really a business person. I had to be to keep
the magazine going, and it was tough (I
was 17 when I started it), and I did it
poorly but just well enough to always get
the next issue out somehow.
Anyway, I would never have had
Rolling Stone’s success even if I’d wanted
it, because that was a reflection of a
special gift or talent that Jann Wenner
had and has that I don’t have, having to
do with business and running a magazine and tapping into what the public
will buy etc. Just something different
than what I was up to. I was a natural
hippie. I wanted to be a part of whatever
was exciting and important to me, I
wanted to write my own way and publish
people whose writing excited me, even
when it irritated and alienated much of
the readership.

AM Can you remember the buzz when
the first issue of Crawdaddy! came out?
Whilst we’re on the subject, what was the
reason for resurrecting Crawdaddy!? And
is the buzz the same?
PW The new Crawdaddy! is more
similar to the original than I realized when
I first started it. Basically, I started
Crawdaddy! again because I felt like
writing a really long piece about R.E.M.’s
Automatic for the People and I couldn’t
think of anywhere to get it published. It
sounded like fun and I convinced myself it
might help publicize my new book (Rock
and Roll: The 100 Best Singles) and next
thing I knew I’d announced it in the last
issue of the PKDS Newsletter and was
writing an essay about six albums I’d been
listening to, including R.E.M. and Good As
I Been To You. And right away, even before
I put out the first issue, the response I got
was encouraging and surprising, basically
along the lines of ‘we’ve needed something
like this.’ So I began to realize that diving
into the personal impact of a new album
and really talking about it apart from the
never-ending business of music is something that isn’t done much, and really it’s
just what I set out to do and did do with
Crawdaddy! the first time around. The
idea I had then was that these new records
coming out were something that people
like me felt very connected to, and by
writing about them one had the opportunity to write in a very intense and personal
way and hold people’s attention because
there was a common interest uniting us,
the reader is also listening to the new Dylan
album or (in 1966) Beatles album or
Jefferson Airplane album and is interested
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K. Dick Appreciation Society from my good
friend Dave Wingrove. Would you mind
telling us a bit about how that got started.

in what someone else feels when they hear
it. I saw it as a pre-existing community of
listeners that could be tapped into, and the
possibility of building bridges, breaking
through the solitariness of listening to a
record and letting people know that
someone else was also having these intense
experiences.
In 1966 there was no publication in the
U.S. that wrote about new rock music
‘seriously,’ that is as something important
to our lives. What’s surprising to me is that
now that rock journalism is a big established business, there’s still something
missing, still a funny kind of a gap that
allows my particular way of writing to find
a niche. It doesn’t mean the new
Crawdaddy! is going to be big in any sense
– my intention is to keep the same scruffy
format, no ads, stapled pages, no longer
than 14 pages most of the time, mostly
written by me. I have about 500 subscriptions now and would be thrilled to see that
grow…I know there are enough interested
readers out there so that I could have a few
thousand subscriptions, and that would
really work out. Right now I’m not sure
how to reach those people, or even how to
make sure the present subscribers renew,
but anyway the challenge is to stick to my
vision, once again, and not try to write
what I think the audience wants. I do get
the occasional letter from readers that
indicates that there’s something going on
here that really connects for them.

PW The Philip K. Dick Society and its
Newsletter were started in 1983, the year
after Dick died, as a way to make contact
with his readers, give them information
about newly published books and thus help
make it possible for small presses to publish
those books (by creating a reachable
market), provide a visible place for people to
get in touch with the Estate, lay the groundwork for publication of Dick’s letters and
unpublished novels, provide information to
people who would promote Dick’s work by
writing about him in the press or elsewhere
etc. I came up with the idea and proposed it
to the Estate, run by Dick’s daughter Laura,
and she hired me as Literary Executor to
publish the Newsletter and serve as a consultant and co-ordinator of posthumous publications and spin-offs (operas, plays, etc).
AM Do you see many parallels between
Dick and Dylan? I love both of them so
much but, other than that they both work
in genres that are considered ‘low brow’
and have created the most compelling art
and asked the most serious questions, I
don’t really feel a strong connection.
PW I don’t necessarily see a lot of
parallels between Dick and Dylan, though
I’m sure people could come up with some.
For me they’re just artists whose work has
touched me deeply and continues to
connect for me, so much so that I’ve
ended up writing about them and have at
this point become identified as a sort of
‘expert’ on the person’s work. I’d rather be
a fan than an expert, though.

AM On a personal note, my first
contact with your name, with your
editorship, was in another context altogether. I was in London (for the Wembley 84
show, I suspect) and I heard about a Philip
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Direct Dylan

came out. People couldn’t hear the merit
of the sound Dylan and the band had
created, the innovative musical ideas, the
intensity of the performance. Some people
still can’t, of course. As for currently underrated Dylan albums, it depends on who
we’re talking about. All Dylan albums
since Blood are underrated by the public in
general, and even by many people who
would still call themselves Dylan fans.
Even Oh Mercy and The Bootleg Series have
been heard by only a small fragment of
their potential audience, I mean people
who would love them if they listened a few
times in the right frame of mind. As for
among us fans, everyone has different
favorites, and even while people criticize
me for being too positive about too much
of Dylan’s work, they’ll still shake their
heads at my seeming lack of appreciation
for Street-Legal or New Morning. There is
no absolute truth here, obviously; it’s a
matter of taste and personal preference
(but needless to say, I was delighted by
Paula Radice’s comments on ‘Where Are
You Tonight?’ in Homer 9. At least I know
I’m not crazy, or not alone in my craziness). In general, I think the kind of Dylan
fans who read Homer and the other zines
have learned to listen to Dylan in a way
that makes them fairly open to new
sounds and ventures on his part – to the
extent that we realize that even when we
have a negative reaction to something at
first, we may end up liking it a lot once it
breaks through our defenses. See my
praise of the ‘long endings’ (sometimes
they’re a mess, but other times they can be
truly transcendent) of ‘92-’93, in On the
Tracks #1.

AM Can you tell us what you
remember feeling about hearing ‘Like a
Rolling Stone’ for the first time – in a
Manhattan Police Station! (As referred to
in Heart of Gold)?
PW I wasn’t actually hearing ‘Like a
Rolling Stone’ for the first time in that
police station, it was already a hit at that
point, but it was certainly an experience of
having it reach out to me in strange
circumstances. I don’t actually remember
the first time I heard it – maybe on the
radio in incomplete form, and then I
bought a copy of the single the day it
arrived in the store.
AM You write at length in Heart of
Gold of the way Hard Rain was dismissed
and the tragedy of an audience only
wanting old reality and growing deaf to
the vigorous, innovative artist. This struck
me most forcibly when that show was
broadcast in the UK. I remember watching
it with my parents who had to get out of
bed to see it, but were pretty impressed. I
remember the power, the fun and the
sheer quality of the music. There was a
glorious sound on that day. Next day I
remember the newspapers panning the
show and pillorying Dylan. This was my
first experience of this. I would say that
most Dylan fans, at least, would acclaim
the album’s virtues now, but do you think
there are any albums currently suffering
from ‘deaf ears’ from a ‘generation clinging
desperately to old truths’?
PW I had some big arguments with
other rock writers and Dylan fans about
Hard Rain (record and TV film) when it
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AM Is there a danger of this being used
as an excuse for poor quality output? ( The
‘No-one likes it but that’s because Bob is
so far ahead of the game it takes years
before he’s properly appreciated’
syndrome?)

gence, unless I find myself truly moved by
it at the present moment in a deep and
immediate way. So the question of
whether something is ‘good’ or ‘bad’ is
mostly a confusing one. One thing I keep
in mind is that I have often disliked things
only to learn to appreciate them at another
time, which means anytime I’m negative
about something it could well be my ignorance speaking. I’m on much safer ground
when I write about what I truly like. That
doesn’t change, or if it does it’s not so
much that I was ‘wrong’ as that my situation or tastes have altered. But hopefully
what I wrote when I was feeling that
enthusiasm continues to have truth and
insight in it. (I did try to rekindle my
enthusiasm for the early Jefferson
Airplane stuff recently, without success,
except that Volunteers still strikes me as an
excellent album.)

PW Certainly the ‘Bob can do no
wrong’ state of mind can lead to another
kind of deafness on the part of us, his fans.
But judgment as a way of life is overrated.
I don’t care for Budokan and don’t think it
represents Dylan very well, but I have to
acknowledge the listener who chooses to
listen to it carefully and with fresh ears
and who is as a result genuinely moved by
what he or she hears. Even bad Picasso is
full of interest and resonance for a student
and fan of Picasso’s oeuvre. After a while
who knows what ‘good’ and ‘bad’ really
mean? In my books I try to distinguish
what I truly recognize as great work from
other stuff that maybe is very good, maybe
is pretty bad, maybe is brilliant but I can’t
hear it or haven’t yet. In other words, I try
to tell the truth about what I hear, which
requires that I listen with an open mind,
and, if I’m writing about something,
usually I have to listen a lot, and at a time
when I’m able to give my attention to what
I’m hearing. I don’t like to have music
going in the background, actually. I
probably listen to music a lot less than
many of my readers. One of the great
things about this job, writing about music
I like, is that it gives me an excuse to spend
some time listening intently, to really dive
into a particular song or album or tape or
concert tour. And finally I can’t write
about a record, or a concert tape, with any
energy or conviction or even much intelli-

AM You are known for being a great
enthusiast, are there any areas of Dylan’s
work that you heartily dislike?
PW The difficult thing is that we can
be righteous and criticize Dylan (or
anyone) for sloppy work, say, and be right
in one sense, and yet a broader view may
well indicate that that sloppiness also is
what makes possible so much of the greatness of this particular artist. Another Side
of Bob Dylan is a very flawed record, really.
But it isn’t a bad record. It’s wonderful. I
certainly wouldn’t want it not to have been
recorded or released. And to talk of him
recording it ‘better’ is so hypothetical as to
be almost meaningless. And in the end
we’ll probably have to say something
similar about Down in the Groove – it’s not
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wonderful, but it has some wonderful
moments, and if it hadn’t been recorded
those moments would not be available to
us. And if Dylan censored his impulse to
record, say, ‘Silvio’, that willingness to
censor and be self-critical might also deny
us ‘Blind Willie McTell’ or Good As I Been
To You or ‘Series of Dreams’. Because for
the artist these are not rational matters, I
think, but emotional. They have to do with
one’s relationship with oneself, and with
the muse.

compromised in a sense by my awareness
that Dylan would read it, so that I found
myself perhaps talking to him instead of to
my usual imaginary listener. Writing
Dylan essays to be read by Dylan is not a
good idea. You (or anyway I) end up sounding like his mother, or somebody’s
mother. (“Don’t forget your galoshes! Why
didn’t you release ‘Blind Willie McTell?’”)

AM I remember reading that Dylan
was delighted with What Happened? and
gave some out as Christmas presents.
What do you know about that?

PW I met Dylan on February 24, 1966,
and talked with him for a few hours in his
hotel room in Philadelphia (he had his
people invite me after reading the first two
issues of Crawdaddy!, which I’d sent to the
theater); I was his guest backstage that night
and the next night. The next time we met was
at the Warfield, Nov. 10, 1980, backstage after
the show; I was able to spend time with him
(several hours each night, though of course
there were other people hanging out as well)
for a total of four evenings during that set of
concerts. He told me about ‘Caribbean Wind’
when we spoke the first night, and later said
if I wanted to hear anything particular I
could call his valet Bob Meyers before the
show on a day when I was going to be there,
and make my request. So I did, on November
12th, and of course I requested ‘Caribbean
Wind’. The other particularly memorable
moment (still can’t remember all the best
things he said, actually) that week was when
he read me the lyrics of ‘Every Grain of Sand’.
The next and only other time I saw him was
a quick hello and handshake backstage
(between the bus and the building, actually)
at Shoreline, June 1988.

AM You talk of meeting Dylan in 1980,
how many times have you met him and
which was the most interesting meeting?

PW Shortly after Dylan-What
Happened? was published, Barbara Moldt
from Dylan’s office in Santa Monica called
me and arranged to buy 17 copies. I
figured that was for the attorneys, since I
hadn’t asked permission to quote lyrics.
Then a few weeks later she called back and
ordered another 100 copies. I knew Dylan
didn’t have that many attorneys, so that
was when I began to think he might have
found some value in the book. What he
did with them, if anything, I don’t know,
but I do know he encouraged Howard Alk
to read the book. And a year later, Dylan’s
Warfield stand in November 1980, Dylan
did let me know during our conversations
backstage that he was impressed by certain
aspects of the book and that it had meant
a lot to him. He never said this very
directly, of course, and when he read One
Year Later he regretted (I have this from
Howard) having encouraged me at all.
And I would agree that One Year Later is
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Direct Homer

In the one long and serious discussion
I’ve had with Joe McShane (you may have
seen photos of him in the last issue) he
answered my complete lack of belief in life
after death by stating that such memories
constitute a person’s ‘spirit’ – it is the one
definition I’ve ever heard that I could
acquiesce to. On the other hand, I’d just
call it ‘people’s memories’ where you (and
he) I suspect mean something more. Any
comments?

AM What is your favourite part of
Homer?
PW My favorite part is probably Focus
On, which can be a lot of fun and quite
stimulating as well.
AM What is your least favourite part of
Homer?
PW My least favorite? Nothing comes
to mind, except that it embarrasses and
frustrates me that I don’t get around to
reading all of it (same with The Telegraph),
not because I don’t want to but because
I’m always distracted by something, like
giving long-winded responses to interview
questions. Oh well. But don’t make it
shorter on my behalf.

PW Uh, the collective unconscious,
whatever it is, is something other than
‘people’s memories’ for sure. Or it’s
unconcious memories, but that creates a
very broad field, which as the word ‘collective’ suggests is in some way ‘out there’
rather than in here. If ya wanna be scientific, those memories are in the DNA, but
I think there’s more to it than that (well of
course there is, like art, music, history etc,
but more than that too), and even in terms
of DNA I think Sheldrake’s morphogenic
fields or whatever point in the direction of
something that exists and influences
outside of or beyond just the DNA that’s
in your or my particular cells. We are part
of a fabric. What this has to do with life
after death, or even life before death, is
open to endless late-night speculation
after a few beers or a joint, right? I sure
loved ‘Hard Times’ and ‘Emotionally
Yours’ and ‘God Knows’ in Portland a
couple of weeks ago…

AM What would you like to see Homer
start covering/doing?
PW In fact, I have no special requests
because what I like especially about Homer
is its idiosyncratic nature, its originality, its
willingness to follow the editor’s impulses
and be a large, energetic, enthusiastic
mess. Very soulful. Keep on as long as you
are so moved. I appreciate the letter
column, and the clippings, and Michael
Gray…a table of contents and continuous
numbering would be nice, but it wouldn’t
be Homer, would it?
AM Er, well, no! Let’s move on to
something else, shall we? On another
plane entirely
AM In Heart of Gold you ask:

This second part of the interview took
place via fax in January 1994. The only
omissions are concerned with the details of
sending/receiving via the faxes. I'm not sure
I handled the fax medium as smoothly as in

‘And isn’t that at least one of the places
where dead people live – in the memories of
their friends? Maybe “the spirit world” is just
another name for the collective unconscious.’
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the first half but, thanks to Paul's patience
and occasional "interruption" I think it all
comes out OK.

ners experience during the encounter. I
guess my approach in the books is that I
try to be true to my own experiences as
I’m writing about them.

AM Just after Volume One came out
you were in the U.K. at a Dylan convention. When you took the stage for a question and answer forum, you received a
very warm reception. Despite your other
writings on Dylan, I attributed this
directly to the approach you'd taken with
Performing Artist. Do you agree?

AM In the introduction and early
chapters of the Performing Artist series of
books you define your critical approach
quite explicitly. Would it be fair to say that
the following two quotes constitute the
underlying critical approach of these
books?
‘The best any of us can do is to tell the
truth as we see hear and feel it’.

PW I don’t know. I’ve been to three
Dylan conventions in the U.K.; I think
they were in November 1988 and May
1990 in Manchester, and then May 1991 in
Leicester. The book (Volume One) had
just been published at the time of the 1990
gathering, but so very recently that no one
had read it yet except John Bauldie, who
read it in manuscript (and of course was
not at the convention). So you must be
referring to Leicester. Yes, a number of
people had kind words to say to me about
Performing Artist, and I always appreciate
that. But each of us reads differently in the
same sense that each of us listens differently. The ‘approach’ that I think has
made me some friends in the community
of Dylan listeners is the fact that I discuss
the concerts as well as the albums and
songs, and that I am quite convinced that
the man is a major artist of our time and
place and I’m not afraid to describe enthusiastically a few of the moments of performance that I believe embody his greatness.
I think enthusiasm is central to our experience of great art – not the expression of
that enthusiasm, necessarily, but the intensity of the private excitement we as liste-

and
‘Throughout Dylan’s career we will find
that although he has a reputation as a
master of words, his mastery is more specifically of performed language – separated
from his performance, his words can lose
their power and even their meaning’.
PW Yes to the first, certainly. There are
really no special tricks to essay writing or
criticism. You try to be honest about your
thoughts, feelings, experiences.
But the second quote is a little misleading. My books are not about the failings
of Dylan’s words when separated from
music and performance. My argument is
simply that they can’t be separated. Dylan’s
words are exceptionally good in most
cases, and play a vital, primary role in his
art. I just ask that we talk about them the
way we receive them – as elements of
performed songs. It would be intriguing to
read an essay that spoke of Van Gogh and
Picasso solely in terms of their colors; but
it would be distressing if most critics spoke
of them as though all they did was create
color combinations, or as if the colors
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charm and power primarily rests on its
lyric content and the specificity of its
imagery. Doesn’t it?]

could be seen apart from the other
elements of their compositions.
I think the underlying critical
approach of my two books, not necessarily
caught in this quote, is my pursuance of
the notion that Dylan sees himself primarily as a performer, and that we can
perhaps usefully think of the units of his
art as performances rather than as songs
(since for our particular culture ‘songs’
and for that matter ‘poems’ are terms that
make us think more of composition than
of performance).

AM {continuing previous point} It
reminded me of the passage in your book
when you are talking of ‘I’m Not There’
and write:
‘What’s astonishing here is that we can
feel with great intensity and specificity what
the singer is talking about, because of the
expressiveness of his voice, even though 80%
of the lyrics of the song have not been
written yet! It’s as though we’re listening to
Dylan in “Visions Of Johanna” sing “Louise,
she’s all right, she’s just near/ She’s delicate
and seems like the mirror” and we’re experiencing all the subtle, conflicting feelings of
the situation, communicated through the
inflections in the singer’s voice, only he’s
actually singing “Louise, Saturday, under
cheer/It’s wafflish, she slumps out of fear”
and the second word is slurred, it could be
“slaughterhouse” or “samurai” for all we
know. But the sound of the singing and the
sense of the song are so moving and so clear
it brings tears to our eyes’.

AM This (the two quotes above) is
what I feel touched a nerve and, to a large
extent, I can concur. The thing that
touched me was the feeling, when you
were talking about playing bootleg tapes,
you seemed to be speaking from my own –
I guess all of our – experience(s) on
hearing these things for the first time. You
conveyed the ‘sense of wonder’…
However it’ll be a pretty boring interview if I continue agreeing with you like
this, and the very success of your approach
has led to some things that worry me. For
example, recent discussions on the Dylan
Computer Digest, Highway 61, on ‘Ballad
of a Thin Man’ and ‘Sad-Eyed Lady of the
Lowlands’ seemed to end with a lot of
people agreeing that the words were just
there to create nice sounds and meant
nothing.

I can almost feel the readers nodding
here, but I strongly believe this has led to
an over-reaction. It is true that emphasis
on Dylan’s lyric writing – almost to the
extent of treating it as written poetry –
needed to be counterbalanced, as the
extract of yours above succinctly does.
However, I worry now it has gone far too
much the other way. The conclusions
drawn on the electronic wall are palpably
nonsense, and I think your point too is a
specific observation and should not be
used as a generalization.

PW [Interruption by PW: Half true of
‘Sad-Eyed Lady’ maybe in the sense that
the verbal images are abstract and their
power is in the way they sound – though
that doesn’t mean they don’t mean
anything! – but ‘Ballad of a Thin Man’s
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who believe the words can just be any old
thing, try replacing the lyrics to the above
songs with equivalent sounds and try
telling me your ‘versions’ would be just as
good.) Dylan’s words are very important
to people and, in many cases, are what
draws people to him.
I’m much more comfortable with your
comment:

I’d counterbalance it with the
obviously painstaking craftsmanship of,
for example, ‘John Wesley Harding’, ‘Every
Grain of Sand’ and ‘Blind Willie McTell’.
(Remember, too, Daniel Lanois’s quotes
about how Dylan concentrated harder on
lyrics than anyone he’d ever known.)
PW ‘I’m Not There’ is clearly a very
special, very unusual case. Picasso used to
play this trick in a more conscious fashion:
remove the most obviously necessary
element of the work (in this case lyrical
content, ‘meaning’) and – abracadabra! the
painting still holds together, the song still
communicates. This doesn’t mean that
Dylan’s brilliant lyrics are disposable – rather
it has to do with the mystery that each part
contains the whole, that the perceived object
is not as separable into distinct groupings as
it seems to be. Slice open the individual cell
and you find genetic encoding for the entire
human being. Mysterious indeed. Sorry if
anyone thought I was saying the words are
disposable. Your examples of Dylan’s conscious craft are strong ones, assuming you
mean John Wesley Harding the album rather
than the song. Dylan worked particularly
hard on the compositional craft of the John
Wesley Harding songs, probably in part
because he was feeling self-conscious as a
performer at the time. (As a public
performer – The Basement Tapes performances that keep emerging tell a different
story.)

‘Dylan the songwriter is lucky to have
such a versatile performer to work with –
and vice versa’.
This seems to maintain a balance that I
find lacking in most people I talk to.
PW Most Dylan fans are unbalanced;
we all know that. I don’t think we’re
mostly sloppy or dishonest, though – we
just have trouble expressing ourselves,
even those of us who write books on the
subject. And yet we love to talk and talk
anyway. Especially those of us…
AM Maybe the problem lies in the way
‘lit crit’ has degenerated into academic
jargon in many quarters this century, but
it will never cease to amaze me how people
are so defensively dismissive of analytical
criticism (even as they rush to read it), as
though a structured approach to explicating why a work of art is so profound and
moving should necessarily be limiting –
properly done it is the opposite.
PW Agreed. I think it’s just that the
analytical approach, when improperly
done, is so damned irritating and claustrophobic.

AM I suppose I am just worried that
your approach, which I can go almost all
the way with in your own writing, has, due
to its success, encouraged a sloppy and
dishonest approach to proliferate. (Those

AM I mentioned in Homer, the slut #8
that I found Volume Two not quite up to
the standard of Volume One – primarily
because Volume One had defined your
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hoping to make the case for its tremendous richness and value. I wanted to write
about the tours, and the outtakes, the
undiscussed material. After considering
various approaches, the only one that
really made sense to me was to discuss all
of his work, in chronological order. That
meant going back and covering the familiar ground in my own way, since my book
would be incomplete if I didn’t cover the
albums and tapes from the ‘60s. I was a
little concerned that it would be very difficult to approach that much-written-about
period in a fresh manner. And I really
didn’t want to get trapped in the
Shelton/Spitz effect, where as the years go
by the chapters get shorter and shorter and
finally it’s ten years in a paragraph.
As the book began to get longer than
originally planned (which cost me my
original publisher, who could have sold a
lot of copies of the book for me, but who
weren’t supportive of my writing it the way
I found I had to), I initially resisted the idea
of splitting it into two volumes, specifically
because I thought that the public would
buy the first volume and ignore the second
(since it didn’t include the ‘famous’ stuff,
the nostalgic stuff). And it was the second
volume that the project was all about, the
second volume that I wanted to get people
to read. I wanted and still want more listeners to discover the breadth of Dylan’s
accomplishment as a performer, and the
incredibly rewarding listening experiences
offered by the live concert tapes.

critical approach so clearly that one could
anticipate some of your responses. (I’d like
to say as an aside that for myself – and I
suspect the majority of your readers – it
has the benefit of being about tours we
were actually at.) This brought an interesting response from you in a letter to
Homer, the slut #9:
‘Basically, I wrote Volume One so I could
get to Volume Two’.
Is this completely true or was it a naturally, aggressively protective reply to my
comments?
PW My original desire was to write
about the unheard music and particularly
the concert tapes. Before I wrote DylanWhat Happened? I would tell people that
Dylan’s body of work in the ‘70s was just as
great as what he’d done in the ‘60s, but that
it took a very different form – most of his
newer work was live and available only on
audience tapes. (Was this an exaggeration?
Maybe. But I’d certainly say without hesitation now that Dylan’s live work since
1974 easily equals in significance his
recorded work of the ‘60s, a position that
would still be considered alien or foolish
by many critics.) I seized on the idea of
writing Dylan-What Happened? partly
because it was a hook on which to hang
this story I wanted to tell, Bob Dylan since
1970. It was a way of getting people’s
attention for a discussion of the newer
work, since his old fans were all curious
about the conversion.
In the same way, the idea of a book
about Dylan as a performing artist was
largely an outlet for my interest in writing
about the hidden side of his oeuvre, and

AM Looking to the future now, you
have Crawdaddy! and, of course, your
column in On The Tracks. What else is in
the pipeline?
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PW I was working on Bob Dylan,
Performing Artist (1 & 2) from September
1986 to the beginning of 1992, and from
1988 to the end of ‘92 I was also working
on Rock and Roll: The 100 Best Singles,
which was a more demanding (and satisfying) writing experience than I expected.
So it’s been a relief not to have a book-inprogress for the last year or more; instead
I’ve been putting a lot of energy into
Crawdaddy!, and I tend to start thinking
about the essay for the next issue as soon
as I’ve finished the last one. #5 will include
Tim Hardin and Counting Crows, among
others. (Dylan fans other than Lambchop
should find Counting Crows of great interest. I first became intrigued with them
when they opened for Dylan in San
Francisco and San Jose in May ‘92.)
My other huge project besides
Crawdaddy! is a series of 8-10 books I’m
editing called The Complete Short Stories of
Theodore Sturgeon. As you probably know, he
was a science fiction writer and, I think one
of the greatest writers of this century in the
English language. Bringing his work back
into print and introducing new readers to his
particular genius has been a lifelong ambition of mine, and I’m happy to say Volume
One will be published in the fall of this year
by North Atlantic Books in Berkeley.
And I’ve been doing some freelancing
lately to pay the rent, and also have been
germinating an idea for a new book about
music that’s not about Dylan or rock and
roll. I’ll tell you more when it’s further
along…

ming you may have to bring one out called
‘the slightly later middle years.’

AM I’d be curious to know when you
are planning Volume 3 for, and what years
it will cover. At the rate Dylan is perfor-

AM Perhaps you could give us an
insight into the future issue(s) by telling us
what you thought of:

PW Yes. The idea of calling the first
book ‘The Early Years’ was not mine – after
the first printing of Vol 1 the publisher got
a new distributor, and they wanted to
eliminate the ‘Volume 1’ concept for fear of
discouraging buyers. I think the publisher
suggested ‘The Early Years.’ And then of
course we were trapped into calling
Volume 2 ‘The Middle Years’ – at least I
couldn’t think of an alternative. I suppose
Volume 3 could be called ‘The Peripatetic
Years’ or some such. But actually, I am not
promising a ‘Volume 3.’ I would love to
write about Dylan’s performances since
1986 in the same chronological fashion as
the other two books, and I certainly hope
to get the chance some day. But I don’t
know when and don’t want to assume
ahead of time that it will take the form of a
Book Three. I dunno. Certainly I’m not
going to be starting on it in the next year,
probably longer, and when and if I do start
it it’s likely to take several years to write.
The main reason I suspect I will eventually undertake such a book is that it’s the
only way that I can give myself the time
and motivation to listen to the tapes as
much as I would like to. I’ve always partly
organized my life this way – create writing
assignments for myself that require me to
listen to or read stuff I love. Those of you
who don’t need such an excuse may
consider yourselves fortunate. But my
system works for me.
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a) The Madison Square Garden
Tribute show (which I thought was poor)

time for him personally and more presidential attention would have put him in an
awkward spotlight. This time he was just
another American artist acknowledging in
a small way his approval of the changing of
the guard (to a younger generation of
leaders). Not necessarily his approval of a
specific person or set of policies. It was
altogether a low-key situation. You know
that this was not ‘the’ inaugural concert by
any means, just one of dozens. ‘Come by
and be part of the festivities.’ Okay, why
not? Dylan isn’t always a curmudgeon, but
this time I guess there are people criticizing him for not being one!

b) The Clinton Inauguration (since it
is pertinent to this issue of Homer)
c) The Supper Club shows (which I
thought were magnificent, oh those Queen
Jane Approximatelys!)
PW MSG Tribute was better than I
expected, but my expectations were not
high. I enjoyed watching it once or twice.
A minor performance, as such agglomerations usually are. I prefer a Dylan concert
to a star-studded spectacular, personally.
The Clinton Inauguration I haven’t
actually seen/heard. Just one song, wasn’t
it? Not much to discuss, unless you want to
get into the ‘significance’ and ‘implications’ of it all, and ‘was he right or wrong
to do it?’ The latter question I think is
presumptuous and silly. He doesn’t belong
to us, and he can do whatever he chooses.
Nor should too much significance be read
into such a choice, in my opinion. He
turned down Carter presumably because it
didn’t feel right – it was an uncomfortable

I love the Supper Club shows – on
tape; I wasn’t there, alas – and have written
about them at some length for the third
issue of On the Tracks. Word is that Dylan
was not pleased and is not planning to
release the video footage at all. So it goes. I
regret this, I think it’s wonderful stuff and
should be made available to whoever
might be interested, but I also respect him
following his muse or his whim, however
dyspeptic. It’s gotten him this far
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Parting
Shot

by Nick Hawthorne

Q: Is there anything in addition to your songs that you want to say to people?
BD: Good luck.
Q: You don’t say that in your songs anywhere do you?
BD: Oh, yes I do. Every song tails off with, ‘Good luck, I hope you make it’.
– Bob Dylan, 3 December 1965, San Francisco Press Conference
Lou Reed once sang, in a particularly fabulous song:
‘When you quit, you quit
But you always wish
That you knew it was your last shot’
Of course, in that instance he was specifically talking about alcohol and drug
addiction but the sentiment is universal whatever situation you apply it to – there
is something to knowing that something is final. If only you knew the last time
you would see someone, speak to someone, do something, be somewhere, you
would stop and smell the air and do things a little differently, add a little gravitas,
speak the unspoken. Yet we don’t know and lives are lived that way which paves
the way for regret to fill us up as we get older.
The Dylan quote at the very top of this brief piece comes from a time when
Dylan was as hip as they came with a ready and brutal wit to match. He was a man
who could put on the put-oners and run rings around just about anybody. The oft
quoted passage above is cute, there is no doubt about that, but it was only 1965
and Dylan had not written that many songs to say ‘good luck’ in. So is there
anything in it? Is it true or was he just teasing as ever? If it was, is it still true? It
sounds like such a lovely thing for a song to do, to end by telling those that are
listening, ‘good luck, I hope you make it’. Just to imagine a song that did that is to
imagine a song of such beauty you would love it forever.
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Every song Dylan has written or
recorded cannot be examined here, but to
take the notion of parting shots a step
further leads us to the final songs on Bob
Dylan’s albums, his parting shot to his
audience on every release. Dylan gathered a
reputation in the 1980’s and early 1990’s for
becoming somewhat slapdash in terms of
his recording, performing, and legacy.
Partly through things that he said, and
partly through badly put together albums
like Infidels, Knocked Out Loaded and Down
in the Groove. This is something he has
seemed determined to put right in recent
times as he moves towards the end of his
career, whenever that may be. This late
period renaissance will be noted in the
history books. But Dylan has always been
very careful about his own parting shots. If
you look at the studio albums throughout
his career and make a list of the final songs
on each studio album you get the following
list:

When He Returns
Are You Ready?
Every Grain of Sand
Don’t Fall Apart on Me Tonight
Dark Eyes
Under Your Spell
Rank Strangers
Shooting Star
Cats in the Well
Froggie Went a Courtin’
Lone Pilgrim
Highlands
Sugar Baby
Ain’t Talkin’
I have not included the album Dylan
(aka A Fool Such As I) because I don’t
consider it a proper Bob Dylan album.
In terms of the others, they don’t all fit
the bill, but if you take out other oddities album-wise (such as Self Portrait
and Pat Garret) and look only at the
bona fide studio albums, then it is clear
that Dylan puts a great deal of store in
the final songs on his albums with
hardly a dud amongst them (‘Don’t Fall
Apart’ stands out like a sore thumb,
terrible song on a terribly put together
album). As an early example, ‘Restless
Farewell’ is a perfect closing song, deliberately composed and positioned,
Dylan’s own ‘My Way’ in many respects.
That kick started a run of outstanding
closing songs, through ‘It Ain’t Me Babe’,
‘It’s All Over Now, Baby Blue’,
‘Desolation Row’ and ‘Sad-Eyed Lady of
the Lowlands’. Each getting more epic
than the last. Great last songs continued
throughout his career, from the cute kiss
of ‘I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight,’ to the only

See That My Gave is Kept Clean
I Shall Be Free
Restless Farewell
It Ain’t Me, Babe
It’s All Over Now, Baby Blue
Desolation Row
Sad-Eyed Lady of the Lowlands
I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight
Alberta #2
Tonight I’ll Be Staying Here with You
Father of Night
Billy 7
Wedding Song
Buckets of Rain
Sara
Where Are You Tonight?
(Journey Through Dark Heat)
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way he could have ended Blood on the
Tracks satisfactorily, the superb ‘Buckets
of Rain’, with its final lines:

This takes us back to the Lou Reed
quote above and the sentiment behind it
and the regret that waits as a consequence. ‘Shooting Star’ is all about those
things, the shooting star cannot be
grasped or touched, but you can see it
and are well aware of it. If only…if only
he had said certain things or done certain
things, but he didn’t. Too late. Slip away.
Just like those achingly poignant lines in
Warren
Zevon’s
brilliant
song
‘Accidentally Like a Martyr’, so superbly
covered by Dylan many times in the
autumn of 2002:

Life is sad
Life is a bust
All ya can do is do what you must.
You do what you must do and ya do it
well,
I’ll do it for you, honey baby,
Can’t you tell?
Kind of says it all doesn’t it? And it
went on through ‘Where Are You Tonight’,
‘When He Returns’, ‘Every Grain of Sand’
and ‘Dark Eyes’, all not just excellent songs,
but perfect album closing songs.
But let’s fast forward things to modern
Dylan, and, for some reason, whenever I
think of modern Dylan I think of it as starting with Oh Mercy (which will be twenty
years old before we know where we are!). I
think because Oh Mercy came after a
period of weaker Dylan releases and
projects such as Hearts of Fire, and at the
beginning of the NET. Dylan’s studio
albums from Oh Mercy onwards have a
remarkable series of final songs. And,
beyond that, every one of them contains
equally remarkable final lines, starting
with ‘Shooting Star’:

The days slide by
Should have done, should have done
we all cry
But in the sadness and regret of
‘Shooting Star’ there is a ‘good luck, hope
you make it’. We are there with the singer,
watching the star shoot away to nothing
leaving a streaky glare in its wake, and in
that image there is a tremendous sense of
comradeship, a pat on the back and a very
tangible sense of ‘this is my story, good
luck pal, hope you make it’.
The closing lines of the closing song on
under the red sky are:
The cat’s in the well, the leaves are
starting to fall
The cat’s in the well, leaves are starting
to fall
Goodnight, my love, may the lord have
mercy on us all.

Seen a shooting star tonight
Slip away.
Tomorrow will be
Another day.
Guess it’s too late to say the things to
you
That you needed to hear me say.
Seen a shooting star tonight
Slip away

Parting shots don’t come any better
than that do they? What better ‘good luck,
hope you make it’ can there be than to
wish us goodnight and ask that the Lord
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The same hand that led me through
seas most severe
Has kindly assisted me home

has mercy on us all? As the years went on
with no new album of Dylan originals
many noted that his last ever original line
on an original album may be those…and
how appropriate would that be? A little
too neat and Hollywood though and that
is not Dylan so he carried on.
The two albums of traditional folk
songs released in the early to mid nineties
both have very purposeful endings to
them. Good As I Been To You had the
playful ‘Froggie Went A Courting’, with its
tongue in cheek final lines:

Again, a perfect and beautiful closing
song with perfectly poignant and beautiful
closing lines. Every closing song was
writing and re-writing Dylan’s own
epitaph. And again they offer comfort, an
arm round the shoulder to all those listening, which is another perfect ‘good luck,
hope you make it’.
Seven years after under the red sky
Dylan was ready to update the parting
shot of ‘Cat’s in the Well’ in the epic
‘Highlands’. He did not let us down in the
purposeful, portentous closing song
stakes, the final lines being:

A little piece of cornbread layin’ on a
shelf, Uh-huh,
A little piece of cornbread layin’ on a
shelf, Uh-huh,
A little piece of cornbread layin’ on a
shelf.
If you want anymore, you can sing it
yourself, Uh-huh.

Well, my heart’s in the Highlands at
the break of day
Over the hills and far away
There’s a way to get there, and I’ll
figure it out somehow
But I’m already there in my mind
And that’s good enough for now

This is a raspberry in the face of a
‘good luck’ that had the same people who
had declared the ending of ‘Cat’s in the
Well’ as perfect quickly scurrying to
declare these as the ultimate best final
Dylan lines. He had to be doing this on
purpose now surely?! At a time when
Dylan was talking about being a little tired
of it all, he ended an album by telling us if
we wanted to hear anymore we could sing
it our bloody selves. World Gone Wrong
was altogether less frivolous and statelier,
and as such closed with the heartbreakingly wonderful ‘Lone Pilgrim’, which
had the final lines of:

The album had been a largely bleak
trudge through mortality, death, regret,
loneliness, isolation and mental illness,
but the light at the end of it all was
‘Highlands’. By speaking very personally
and directly of a distant nirvana, and
detailing the long search of how to get
there, the singer again offers comfort to
all those listening. Aren’t we all looking
for something? Searching for something?
Seeking comfort and love and salvation of
some kind? This song again ends with a
‘good luck, hope you make it’ by detailing
paradise and stating the determination to
find it.

Go tell my companion and children
most dear
To weep not for me now I’m gone.
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On to “Love and Theft” and the blur
between original Dylan lines and
‘borrowed’ lines is now getting hard to
decipher, but no matter, the point behind
them remains the same. Another album,
another grave and serious closing song,
another statement from the singer:

lifted straight from an older song. But
the messages remain as purposeful and
the singer is still walking and searching.
Just as in ‘Highlands’ and ‘Sugar Baby’.
Head down, marching onwards. In all
this there is a form of ‘good luck, hope
you make it’, but now we will have to
make it on our own, no one can do it for
us. Maybe that is what the singer is trying
to tell us.
So, even though Dylan was speaking in
1965, his comment, however cute and off
the cuff, still has a lot to it in 2006 and in
all the years in between. The comradeship
of songs such as ‘Bob Dylan’s Dream’ and
‘Restless Farwell’ is still alive and well in
later songs if you look for it. As he stated in
‘Mississippi’:

Just as sure as we’re living, just as sure
as you’re born
Look up, look up – seek your Maker –
‘fore Gabriel blows his horn
Sugar Baby, get on down the line
You ain’t got no sense, no how
You went years without me
Might as well keep going now
Not much of a ‘good luck’ there is
there? If there is it is a very backhanded
good luck. We suddenly seem a long way
from ‘Restless Farwell’ and ‘Buckets of
Rain’ where the singer was comforted by
friends and lovers, and from ‘When He
Returns’ and ‘Every Grain of Sand’, where
the singer found comfort in God. Here the
singer seems to be becoming evermore
single-minded, more determined to get to
wherever he is going on his own. He is
going somewhere and does not want
company, be it earthly or heavenly. This
leads us perfectly to the most recent classic
finale, ‘Ain’t Talkin’, the song which closes
Modern Times:

I’ve got nothin’ but affection for all
those who’ve sailed with me.
Still, the ultimate final line would have
to be:
Goodnight, my love, may the lord have
mercy on us all.
This is as close to ‘good luck’ as you
could get without using the actual words.
Dylan has used those actual words a few
times in song, mostly with great scorn
such as in ‘Positively 4th Street’ it was
another falsehood of the target of the
song…

Ain’t talkin’, just walkin’
Up the road, around the bend.
Heart burnin’, still yearnin’
In the last outback at the world’s end.

You say, ‘How are you’?’ ‘Good luck’
But you don’t mean it
Or, more recently in ‘Summer Days’:
Why don’t you break my heart one
more time just for good luck

Neither the title nor the chorus
refrains are Dylan’s own words, they are
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Only once does he actually say it…in
‘Bob Dylan’s 115th Dream’:

towards his own horizon, but in the music,
in that glorious major chord that rises
from the smoke and swamp of the song
itself. It brings with it hope and redemption and a sense that the point on the
horizon, that end of the rainbow, that
place in the highlands, has finally been
reached. At the very least is says to us all,
good luck, hope you make it. It is ironic
that the most recent, and one of the finest
sources of hope contained in a Dylan song
comes, not lyrically from this poet of rock
and roll, but musically.
So this article seems a fitting way for
me to make my own parting shot at
Judas! magazine, which will shortly, very
sadly, be no more. To Andy and Keith
who brought it to life and kept it going, to
those who invaluably aided such as Peter
and Duncan, to all who wrote all of the
excellent articles that appeared in its
pages and to all those who read those
words – good luck all, see you again, hope
you make it.

Well, the last I heard of Arab
He was stuck on a whale
That was married to the deputy
Sheriff of the jail
But the funniest thing was
When I was leavin’ the bay
I saw three ships a-sailin’
They were all heading my way
I asked the captain what his name was
And how come he didn’t drive a truck
He said his name was Columbus
I just said, ‘Good luck.’
In ‘Highlands’ Dylan seems to be
wishing himself luck, rather than anyone
else, and in speaking for himself he of
course transcends and speaks for others
too. Everything that appears out of reach
may be attainable some day. Good luck.
And ‘Ain’t Talkin’ says ‘good luck’ too, not
so much in its words, as the narrator
continues, tight lipped, hat pulled down,
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